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Fairfield Welcomes Dodd
by Ken Vaughn
United States Senate hopeful
Christopher Dodd will make an appearance at Fairfield University
October 14 at 11 a.m., according to
university campaign co-ordinators
Richard Marano and Tara Lucey.
The Democratic candidate will
arrive at 11 a.m. and meet personally with university President
Aloysius Kelley, S.J. After a 15
minute press conference, Dodd
will address students in the Oak
Room at approximately 11:30 a.m.
He is scheduled to depart at about
12 noon.

Marano said that Dodd, due to
square off against Republican
candidate James Buckley November 4, has an interest in the issues
that concern students and had
wanted to make an appearance before the student body. The announcement of his appearance
comes on the heals of a challenge
by the Buckley campaign to have
the two campus organizations
hold a debate.
Besides Dodd, Marano also said
that the Young Democrats were
sponsoring a Candidates Day today in the Oak Room. Starting at 3

p.m., local Democratic candidates
would be available to answer questions for about two and one-half
hours. Scheduled to appear are
United States Congressional candidate John Aristotle Phillips,
State Senate candidates John Fallon and Richard Saxl, and State
Representative hopefuls Christine
Neidermeier, Joseph O'Brien and'
John Quinn.
Marano is also looking for
students interested in helping the
Dodd campaign. To contact
Marano, drop a line in Box 1092 or
call 226-4799.

Alumni Encourage Research
by Kathy Noonan
Three research grants totaling
$1,000 were recently awarded to
Fairfield students by the Alumni
Association, according to Richard
Popilowski, Director of Alumni Relations. The Alumni Association
sponsored the program in hopes
of "supporting Fairfield's continued effort to achieve academic excellence through academic research
and
enrichment
programs."
Proposals for research projects
were evaluated by a Student Research Advisory and Academic
Studies Committee. The committee, consisting of four students,
was chosen by the deans of each
of the three undergraduate colleges. There was one representative from the Nursing School, one
from the Business School, and
two from the College of Arts and
Sciences. The committee met
under the supervision of Dr. Abbas
Khadjavi.
The first selected project was
submitted by F. Murray and J.
Paulhus, from the Business
School. They submitted their project as representative of the Fairfield Financial Honor Society.

Their research will be directed toward determining why certain
businesses fail while others succeed. They plan to analyze specific data submitted by each company to the government, and from
there they will correlate each company's success or failure with the
data.
The second award of $300 was
presented to William Condon
Colin Campbell. They intend to examine the effects of fuel oil on a

marine environment.
The remaining amount of $200
was awarded to Susan Rotundi
and Linda Arena. They plan to conduct a sociological survey of Fairfield University, surveying campus
residents, commuters and other
off-campus boarders. They will be
trying to prove the hypothesis that
"different resident and life style
patterns result in a diversity of
student performance, both academically and socially."
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Taylor Aids Career Plans

Evelyn Taylor instructs concerned students about the proper way to
pursue a satisfying career.
[Photo by Tata Herrero]

Mary Crisp Speaks
For John Anderson
by Marguerite Downing
Mary Dent Crisp, the National
Chairperson of the National Unity
Campaign for John Anderson, addressed an audience Tuesday in
the University's faculty dining
room. Mrs. Crisp's appearance
was among several made recently
in the Connecticut area.
Urging Fairfield community
members to vote for Anderson in
November, Mary Crisp pointed out
the public's need to accept John
Anderson as a serious candidate.
Mary Crisp stated, "If all the people who believe in John Anderson
worked and gave money toward
his campaign, things would move
forward." Crisp also stressed that,
" a vote for Anderson, is a vote for
Anderson," and not a vote for
Reagan. She felt that people
mistakenly feel that votes for
Anderson merely take away support from the Carter administration and facilitate Ronald
Reagan's election.
A Republican politician for
almost twenty years, Crisp found
her switch to the Independent Party "an easy decision to make
because John Anderson is the

best candidate." She dubbed
Reagan's Republican supporters
"electronical evangelicals, radical
right wingers, and right to lifers
whose main goal was to gain
power and control government."
She also felt that Reagan's antiabortion policy for the judicial
branch was "very frightening."
Overall, Crisp believed that
Reagan's platform meant a "disavowal of freedom of choice."
According to Mrs. Crisp, Anderson's fortes include his recognition of a changing world in regard
to defense and foreign policy, his
realistic guidelines, and his
previous "solid" actions in
government for such issues as the
Equal Rights Amendment. She
described his positions on issues
as the "middle of the political
spectrum." In regard to congressional support and a White House
staff, Crisp felt that Anderson
could draw "great talents" from
the private, political sector
because of his lack of restrictions
to one party.
When asked about the effects
of a strong showing for Anderson
continued on pg. 14

by Philip McGinty
A course entitled "The Process*
of Career Development" is now
available to students concerned
with planning a career. Mrs.
Evelyn Taylor of the Counseling
Center teaches the one-credit
course.
The course is designed "to instruct students in the whole career planning process," informed
Ms. Taylor. She emphasized that
career planning is truly a process,
rather than a spontaneous decision. Students must learn the
importance of each of the steps in
this process.
Ms. Taylor explained that every
year seniors come into the Counseling Center in a state of confusion and panic. She believes that
early preparation for a career
allows the student to ease into the

working world.
The course is comprised of four
units which cover the basic steps
in career development. The first
unit is self-assessment in which
the student is encouraged to identify personal strengths, skills, interests and weaknesses. The student must then try to match his assets with an appropriate career, regardless of his major. In addition,
this step encourages the student
to examine and utilize his
strengths.
The second unit includes a preliminary discussion of the different career environments. Here
the students are introduced to
many career possibilities.
Career strategy is covered in the
third unit. Along with coverage of
the traditional applications, resumes and interviews, the course

introduces some new, innovative
approaches to pursuing a career.
Unit four of the course offers
suggestions on how to best adjust
to the working world. Among the
suggestions are ways of avoiding
culture shock and hints on how to
do the best in a given employment
situation.
The culmination of the course is
an individual project in which the
student performs an extensive interview with someone in the working world. The project has a two
fold purpose. First, it enables students to experience jobs firsthand. Also, it allows the students
a chance to set up contacts for
future reference.
The course will be offered again
next fall, for it is most beneficial to
the students in the fail semester,
concluded Ms. Taylor.

College GOP Greets Bush
by Ken Vaughn
The Fairfield University College
Republicans attended a political
fund raiser for United States
Senate candidate James Buckley.
However, club members got a
pleasant surprise when they talked with GOP Vice-Presidential
candidate George Bush at the
event.
Bush, who attended the event to
speak on Buckley's behalf, recollected his visit to Fairfield with
club officials. Club President Sal
Gilbertie said he was amazed that
Bush remember his visit and the
■anti-nuke demonstration so vividly.
Buckley personally thanked the
university organization and
Citizens for Buckley coalition for
their assistance in the campaign.
Attending the event was Gilbertie,
Dawn Totora, Mike Guarnieri,
Maura Coakley, Tom Landy, Margaret Capalbo and Linda Mattrella.
The College Republicans is an
active club that has been working
on various state and local campaigns, said Gilbertie. Among -fall

projects will be a Parents Day
presidential straw poll and a campus canvas. Gilbertie said he
hopes to be able to identify students who will need absentee bal-

lots for the November election.
The canvas results will be forwarded to Ronald Reagan's, Buckley's
and Congressmen Stewart McKinney's headquarters.

George Bush pauses for a moment with Sal Gilbertie, Mike Guarnieri,
and Dawn Tatora of the College Republicans at a fund raiser for Jim
Buckley.
[Photo by Tom Landy)
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The World in Focus
The United States National Conference of
Catholic Bishops called for a new church
doctrine of "responsible parenthood." The
conference declared that the large number
of Roman Catholics who use birth control
cannot be regarded as "obduarte ignorant"
people of bad will. In what appeared to be a
severe challenge to the Vatican and Pope
John Paul II, Archbishop John Quinn of San
Francisco asked that the Holy See institute
a "completely honest examination" of the
birth control issue. The Roman Catholic
Church rejects all birth control devices and
chemical contraceptives such as the pill.

by Mike Dwyer
Democratic Senators thwarted a Republican effort to bring up a tax cut for a vote before the election. The action came after
both the House and the Senate, voting primarily by party lines, also rejected moves to
force immediate action on the federal
budget. Senator Robert Dole (R-Kansas),
who fought for the passage of the tax cut,
said the GOP loss was "just a preliminary
bout" and promised to try again this week
to couple the tax cut with other upcoming
legislation. However, Congress recesses
this week for the November 4 elections.

With its major oil installations taking a
severe beating, Iran's already shaken economy may have been given a paralyzing blow
in its undeclared war with Iraq. Although the
extent of damage was not certain, Iran will
be desperate to find either the money or the
aid to make the necessary repairs. With at
least half of its foreign reserves blocked by
a United States freeze and no oil revenues
to supply the needed money, Iran will find it
difficult to fix its war-damaged refineries
and export facilities.

President Carter signed a $12.1 billion
public works appropriations bill last Thursday, which includes funds for three of the
dams he originally disapproved of in 1977.
The public works appropriations bill has
been the only major money bill which Congress has rushed to pass before the election recess. Carter also accepted the restoration of $111 million he had cut from the
public works project in March in his attempt
to balance the 1980-81 federal budget. In
regards to his previous opposition to the
subject, Carter said it was a "constructive
compromise among conflicting interests."

The United States said last week that it
was hoping for a quick resolution of the dispute between Greece and Turkey over
Greece's rejoining the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization. The U.S. is hoping to avert the
threatened closing of American bases in
Greece. Foreign Minister Constantine Mitsotakis of Greece said that unless Greece is
allowed back into NATO's military scale on
acceptable terms it will close the American
bases. A state department spokesman said
that the reintegration of Greek armed forces
into NATO's structure is of great importance for the NATO alliance and for the
security of the eastern Mediterranean.

A decision allowing television stations to
broadcast videotapes from the first Abscam
trial was issued by the Federal Court of Appeals in Manhattan last week. This is the
first time that broadcasts of any tapes used
in a criminal trial have been permitted. The
decision, issued by a three-judge panel,
pointed out the public's right to courtroom
evidence. The decision implied that tapes in
future trials could be released for broadcast
as soon as they were introduced as evidence, even as the trial continues.

Republican presidential candidate Ronald Reagan said that as President he would
seek to use a judicial selection system of
the same nature he instituted in California.
The announcement, made last week,
stresses the importance of looking for
nominees whose views are broadly similar
to his own, rather than letting any single
issue decide it. Reagan made his statement
in response to President Carter's supporters, who are concerned that Reagan will
appoint anti-abortion and right wing judges
to the Federal bench.

COOKu.IfiNOOVHlSOtPMOVieSM.lVe AIWAY5 mMP WlSOLO MOVKS...
ANP/U CONTlNUe TO WWMOffl MOWS,,.

The future of the British Labor Party was
thrust into confusion last Thursday at the
most alarming session in 79 years. The party found itself with no method of choosing a
leader, the person who would hold the title
of Prime Minister should the party win the
next election. There has been a bitter twoyear power conflict between the left and
right wings of the party. Consequently, the
party has been unable to take advantage of
the unpopular economic policies of Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher's conservative
administration. Any form of electoral college would give the left wing a much better
chance of putting one of their own people
into the leadership position.

Commuter Club Begins Movie Production
by Ken Vaughn
Lights! Camera! Action! These
will be the three words repeatedly
shouted by senior James Chiaramonte during the next several
months as a full-length feature
movie will be made on the campus
starting this month.
The idea was conceived last
spring by the four script writers of
the production: juniors Ken
Bodek, Doug Smith, John Tkacik
and Wayne Sharnick. All four are
members of the Commuter Club,
and Sharnick said they were looking for something different to do
as a fund raiser. "We wanted to do
something off the beaten path and
we think we've found it," said
Sharnick. By late March the four
writers persuaded the Commuter
Club to lend it's name and financial assistance to the motion picture cause.
Sharnick said that the foursome
started writing the plot and began
script writing during the summer.
While in the initial stages, Sharnick said he was told about a student who had done a short 15 minute film for his politics class.
Chiaramonte, who had made the
class film, was introduced to the
writers in mid-April and told them
he would be interested in directing
and filming the movie. At that
time, the group decided to use the
video tape equipment provided by
the library instead of trying to
secure a Super 8 movie camera.

The writers and producers, after
much deliberation, decided to do a
spy-thriller similar to James Bond.
Canvassing for actors and actresses began through word of
mouth with many of the major
roles being filled last spring. Auditions for the remaining parts occurred September 4 and 5, and to
the writers great relief, all the major parts were filled. With the
70-page script set to go, the production only awaits a $200 donation from the Student Legislature
to the Commuter Club, who will
then present the funds to the production crew.
"The picture will be a Fairfield
University version of a fast-paced,
tongue-in-cheek spy thriller," said
Sharnick. The plot is adapted to
the university to take advantage of
the beach area, Stag-Her Inn and
the campus itself, Sharnick added.
An agent of the Secret Service,
stationed at Fairfield University,
disappears mysteriously. The service sends its best agent, James
Stone, to investigate the disappearance. Stone dives into the fray
and finds himself tanging with
more than he expected. At Fairfield, he is pitted against the Society of Terror (SOT) and its diabolical mastermind, Mercution
Quicksilver. Along the way, Stone
manages to dodge assassins and
eye some voluptuous women. He
eventually finds time to infiltrate
and destroy Quicksilver's organi-

zation — just as the evil genius is
about to bring the United States to
its knees.
The movie, according to Sharnick, will be rehearsed and filmed
simultaneously scene-by-scene
and will take in the neighborhood
of 200 hours to complete. They
hope to have the movie completed
for a March 1981 release, with filming to end sometimes in January
and editing and polishing expected to take the remaining time.
Twenty three parts have been
filled for the movie, with other
minor parts to be cast shortly. Leo
Suarez, a junior, will be playing the
title role of James Stone. His foe,

Quicksilver, will be played by
junior John DeNault. Tom Connery, Stone's roommate, will be
played by junior Paul Tusch, while
sophomore Anne-Marie Cusson
will play the role of Letitia Lovejoy,
Quicksilver's songstress. Junior
Susannan Smith will take the role
of Colonel Klara Klegg, director of
operations for the Society of Terror, while senior William Nutt will
play Harold Kennedy, the psychopathic killer. John Watts, a junior,
will be cast as Justin Case, Quicksilver's henchman. In addition,
there will be scenes where a
crowd will be needed, giving students on campus an opportunity

to get involved.
Sharnick mentioned two special
attractions to the movie will be
featured. J. Hogan Love and David
Lancaster, both juniors, will be
performing their original tribal
chant, "O Kampala" in a Stag-Her
Inn scene. Also, senior Brian Swan
has undertaken the difficult task
of trying to write a musical score
for the movie.
Filming is expected to begin
this Saturday. While most of the
actors and workers have been
found, Sharnick said if there are
students interested in helping out,
they could drop a note in Box 1805
as soon as possible.

Alcohol Problem Discussed
by Jean Leber
Fr. Robert Franklin, formerly of
the U.S. Navy Alcohol Rehabilitation Program and presently Alcohol Counselor of Fairfield University, headed an informal discussion on alcoholism in the
Southeast lounge October 1.
Having been with the University
for several months, Fr. Franklin's
presence recognizes the fact the
colleges may play a role in the nation's alcoholism problem. Although the disease exists in near
epidemic proportion, help is
available.

The discussion began with Fr.
Franklin's brief account of how his
father's alcoholism plagued his
childhood and how after many
years he was finally rehabilitated.
According to Fr. Franklin, making
people realize the help is available
is a large part of the problem of alcoholism rehabilitation. What
many people fail to understand is
the alcoholics can get better.
Several of the causes of alcoholism were also covered in the
discussion. Statistics show that
ninety five to ninety-nine per cent
of all alcoholics started as social
drinkers. Also contributing to the

causes of alcoholism is the acceptance of drunkness in our society.
According to Fr. Franklin, ignorance plays a role in slowing the
awareness of society's alcoholism
problem. Doctors receive practically no training on the subject
of alcoholism; therefore, it is frequently not looked upon or treated
as a disease. This is a misconception of the problem.
Fr. Franklin's discussion was
followed by questioning from students. It was revealed in 1975 that
57.1% of Fairfield University students drank to acquire "a buzz"
while 38% drank to get drunk.
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Campus Notes

Two Jesuits To Be Honored
At Alumni Dinner
The Fairfield University Alumni
Association will honor the Rev.
Thomas A. McGrath, S.J., with the

association's Distinguished Faculty Service award and will name
the Rev. George S. Mahan, S.J., an
honorary alumnus at the Awards
Dinner on November 1, 1980.
A professor of psychology and a
licensed psychologist, Fr. McGrath has been on the Fairfield
faculty since 1957.

Fulbright To Speak
Former Sen. J. William Fulbright of Arkansas, chairman of
the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee for 15 years, will speak
at Fairfield University on Wednesday, Oct. 15 at 8 p.m. as part of the
People's Forum Series.
His appearance will be sponsored by a grant from the People's
Savings Bank of Bridgeport. Sen.
Fulbright will speak on "Perspective on U.S. Foreign Relations."
Sen. Fulbright, after completing
one term in Congress from 1942 to
1944, was elected senator from
Arkansas, serving for 30 years. In
addition to serving as chairman of
the Foreign Relations Committee
for 15 years, longer than any previous senator, he was chairman
of the Senate Banking and Currency Committee and a member of
the Joint Economic Committee.
He introduced legislation in 1945

for the students and teachers exchange study program and in 1961
sponsored in the Senate the Fulbright-Hays Act to modernize the
exchange "program.
Sen. Fulbright is now counsel to
the law firm of Hogan and Hartson
in Washington, D.C., a member of
the Board of Trustees of the John
F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in Washington, and
serves on the Board of Directors
of the East-West Center in Honolulu, Youth for Understanding
and Meridan House International.
Sen. Fulbright is the recipient of
more than 30 honorary degrees
from universities in the United
States and abroad and in recent
years has received a series of decorations from the governments of
Japan, West Germany, Great Britain, Egypt, Finland, France and
Denmark.

Successful Careers
Don't Just Happen
At the Institute for Paralegal Training we have prepared
over 4,000 college graduates for careers in law, business and
finance. After just three months of intensive training, we will
place you in a stimulating and challenging position that offers
professional growthand expanding career opportunities. As
a Legal Assistant you will do work traditionally performed by
attorneys and other professionals in law firms, corporations,
banks, government agencies and insurance companies.
Furthermore, you will earn graduate credit towards a Master
of Arts in Legal Studies through Antioch School of Law for all
course work completed at The Institute.

Fr. McGrath has lectured extensively on management issues in
banking and industry and was on
the faculty of the National Association of Mutual Savings Banks'
(NAMSB) Graduate School of
Banking at Brown University for 14
years. He is now on the board of
directors for the Center for Financial Studies at Fairfield University, the new educational center for NAMSB.
Fr. Mahan retired in June after
30 years at Fairfield, starting as
assistant principal at the prep and
finishing as Executive assistant to
the president.
While at Fairfield, Fr. Mahan
was active with the United Way,
the American Red Cross, the Connecticut Commission for Higher
Education and the Diocese of
Bridgeport. Last spring at the university's commencement Fr.
Mahan was awarded an honorary
doctor of humane letters in recognition of his service to the university, Fairfield Prep, and the
community.
Attention Sophomores
Interested in Gov't Careers
Any sophomore student at Fairfield University who wants to be
considered for nomination to the
Harry S. Truman 1981 Scholarship
Competition should see or contact Dr. John Orman, Politics Department, Canisius 33 or phone
255-5411 extension 571. To be
eligible for the Harry S. Truman
Scholarship nomination a student
must:
1. have a grade point average of at
least B or better and be in the
upper fourth of his/her class
2. be a junior at Fairfield University next year and be a
sophomore this year
3. be a U.S. citizen or national
4. have a major in undergraduate
study that would permit admission to a graduate program
leading to a career in government.
Fairfield University gets to nominate two students for national
competition and the winners of
the national competition get up to
$5000 per year for four years to
complete their studies for government service.
Please contact Dr. Orman by
October 10, 1980 if you are interested.

UPCOMING EVENTS
Today, Thursday, October 9: The Young Dems will sponsor Candidates day, with brief political statements and a question and
answer session, at 3 p.m. in the Oak Room. Guest candidates will include: U.S. Congress — John A. Phillips; State Senate — John
Fallon and Richard Saxl; State Representatives — Chris
Niedermeirer, Joseph O'Brien, John R. Quinn. Admission is free.
The Baseball team plays Fordham University, home at 3 p.m.
Manor pictures are being taken in the Campus Center, B-42, from
9 a.m. to noon and from 1-5 p.m.
Friday, October 10: "The African Queen" being shown in Gonzaga
Aud., pairs the king and queen of the silver screen, Humphrey
Bogart and Katherine Hepburn. This classic is a definite must for
old movie buffs. Admission is free.
Final day for Manor pictures. They are being taken in the Campus
Center, B-42, from 9 a.m.-noon and from 1-5 p.m.
Saturday, October 12: Fairfield University Club Football against
Stonehill College home on the Alumni Field at 7:30 p.m.
Coffeehouse in the Stag-Her Inn featuring Mike Beaudoin on the
guitar at 8:30 p.m.
Field Hockey at home against Mitchell College at 1 p.m.
Monday, October 13: Columbus Day. No Classes! Thank God for
Christopher Columbus. If he hadn't discovered America, we would
all have another one more Monday Morning to face!
Soccer vs. University of Bridgeport at home. Game time is 1 p.m.
Monday Night Football in the Stag-Her Inn at 9 p.m.
Tuesday, October 14: The Bioethics Seminar presents Dr. Sidney
Callahan speaking on "A Feminist Pro-Life Position on the Issue of
Abortion" in the Nursing Auditorium at 8 p.m. As a psychologistauthor and mother of six, Dr. Callahan will discuss whether a
woman can be pre-ERA and anti-abortion. Admission is free.
Wednesday, October 15: The People's Forum presents former
Senator J. William Fulbright and "Perspective on U.S. Foreign Relations," in the Oak Room at 8 p.m. Admission is free, but the seats
are IJmited. Tickets can be picked up in the Campus Center office.
Friday, October 17: "It Happened One Night" starring Clark Gable
and Claudette Colbert in Gonzaga Aud. at 7:30 p.m. You can't miss
this great screwball comedy that destroyed the undershirt industry.
Saturday, October 18: Parents' Day 1980 — Let's do our Best!

Interested in earning $$ in
your own free time? - Earn
commission and get reimbursed
for all travel expenses.
—Join us on the Advertising Staff of the MirrorCall Craig Carlstrom, Ad Manager at 255-8906
or Cindy Andersen, Asst. Ad Manager at 255-8731

L

PATERSON'S
TYPEWRITER REPAIR SERVICE
When Your Typewriter Needs Repair We're
The Ones To Solve The Problem.
We Repair All Makes Of Typewriters
We Have A Complete Line Of Ribbons
We Also Stock Asst. SCM Cartridge Ribbons
Sales Service & Supply On Pocket Calculators
Student Discount To F.U. Students
1976 Post Road, Across From Devon's Donuts
255-2430

The Accounting Club at a recent meeting elected their officers for the 1980-81 school
year. They are as follows:
President
Patrick Pilch
Vice-President.Chris Sauvigne
Treasurer
Michael Dunn
Secretary
Mary Jo Puz

You have something to
share with the people of the
rural South and Appalachia
— yourself. Find out how
you can help, as a Catholic
Brother, Sister, or Priest.
Your request will be treated
confidentially.
■ I'd like information about
opportunities with the
Glenmary Missioners and
the free poster.
■ I'd like a free copy of the
poster only.

We are regarded as the nation's finest and most prestigious program for training legal specialists for law firms,
business and finance. But, as important as our academic
quality is our placement result. The Institute's placement
service will find you a job in the city of your choice. If not, you will
be eligible for a substantial tuition refund.
If you are a senior in high academic standing and looking
for the most practical way to begin your career, contact your
Placement Office for an interview with our representative.
We will visit your campus on: Monday, October 27

The
Institute
for
Paralegal
Training

It

235 South 17th Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103
(215) 732-6600

(Operated by Para-Legat, Inc.)

Approved by The American Bar Association
Programs Earn Full Credit Toward M.A. in Legal Studies
through Antioch School of Law.

mm.

Glenmary Missioners
Room 34*
Box 4640
Cincinnati, Ohio 45246
Name
Add ress
City
State.
Age_
Zip
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Editorials
The Challenge Year
I suppose I've always been an easy
mark for vendors selling souvenirs and
momentos; and as my Senior year
hurtles me toward its inevitable climax,
graduation, the temptation to buy
school articles is greater than ever. My
most recent purchase was a plastic red
and white license plate that read simply Fairfield University. The Challenge
Years. Immediately after shelling out
the two bucks for the item, that little
voice known to most of us as reason
echoed between my ears. "You dummy
they really suckered you into that one
didn't they." Swallowing my pride I
tucked the item between my books and
went to class.
Sometime later, after tacking the
license plate up on a wall (after all who
would put a license plate on a car?) I
began to think about that phrase. Fairfield University ... the Challenge
Years. I repeated it to myself softly. It
had a nice ring to it. (Not as Good as
The Big Apple or Live, Free or Die, but
not bad.) Suddenly I asked myself, what
did those words, The Challenge Years
really mean? Who was facing the challenge and most of all What is the
Challenge?
First and foremost we face a chal-

lenge to continue the tradition of quality education, that has earned this institution its reputation for excellence
in a very short'time. This means that in
expanding our facilities, and improving
the curriculum we cannot afford to lose
sight of the liberal arts values that have
been at the core of Jesuit instruction.
Values that have emphasized precise
thinking, critical questioning and
above all a commitment to the pursuit
of Truth: these are the foundations of
the University and the challenge to administrators faculty and members of
the community is to preserve those
foundations.
In an era of spiraling prices and
stingy government spending the University faces a challenge of keeping its
head above financial water without
compromising on the quality of education available to the student. Doing this
will not be easy; it requires careful
planning and strong leadership at all
levels. Preserving that leadership will
be another challenge, that the University must be ready to confront.
Aside from its academic responsibilities the University should be much
more than a stop off point before
adolescents enter the real world as

Letters
More On Dodd
To The Editor:
In response to the article entitled "Buckley Group Calls For Debate" whch appeared
in the September 25th issue of the Mirror, I
feel it necessary to defend the position of
the F.U. Committee for Chris Dodd. According to the article, the campus coordinators
for Jim Buckley's senatorial campaign are
calling for a debate between themselves
and the Dodd people, because they are not
satisfied with the information put forth in a
letter written by the Dodd coordinator,
Richard Marano (which appeared in the September 18th edition of the Mirror). They accused the Dodd organization of spouting
political rhetoric and avoiding the issues. If
Marano's letter is read with any degree of
attention, it should be apparent that the
charge is ill-founded and false. I think
Marano's letter gives the reader a good
synopsis of Chris Dodd's views on the issues of Energy, Defense, Labor, Human
Rights and Education. If the members of
Buckley's organization do not consider
these to be important issues then, unfortunately they are grossly mistaken. Congressman Dodd obviously does consider
them to be important, as do the majority of
the voters in this country.
On the subject of political rhetoric, I have
this to say: if it is true that much of the Information in Marano's letter came from Dodd
literature, I still see nothing wrong with this.
One of the purposes of campaign literature
is to inform the voter, in a few words, how
the candidate stands on various issues.
Since support for a candidate is based
largely on his positions concerning these issues, then a good, concise piece of campaign literature is a perfect format for a letter about the candidate. And if Buckley's
people still maintain that what is found in
political is pure rhetoric, then their man is
equally as guilty as Dodd. Buckley supporters claim that his literature is superior
to Dodd's, but less pictures and more print
don't necessarily make for more informative
reading (as J.B.'s people would have us
believe). I guess you could say that it is as
easy to say nothing In 500 words as it is to
say it in 200! If Buckley is so adamant about
getting down to the issues, then he'd better
seek some new researchers (preferably not
from New York).
Furthermore, if what the Dodd letter said
was pure rhetoric, then the rebutting article
was infinitely worsel Allow me to give you a
few selected quotes:
"Sen. Buckley has attempted to focus on
issues rather than spout political rhetoric."
In his own eyes, he obviously has. So has
Dodd. I defy anyone to find a major political
candidate in this century who has claimed
that he is not focusing on issues. This
quote says nothing.
"We were all impressed with the interest

he (Buckley) showed in Connecticut's
youth." Were they really? Well, do they expect any viable political candidate to try and
make them believe that he's not interested
in them? They vote, don't they?
".. .Jim is r ly a warm and^incere guy."
So is any oth- politician during an election
year. If I'm ever in the market for a new nextdoor neighbor, I'll remember what a nice
guy Jim is. But, nice guys don't necessarily
make good senators!
"Jim would be less interested in getting
reelected than in making the hard choices
that Connecticut needs." do they really believe that there is such a thing as a politician who sinks thousands of dollars (or in
Jim Buckley's case, over a million dollars)
into a campaign, and doesn't really care if
he wins? Besides, what are the "hard
choices" that Connecticut supposedly
needs so badly? They seem to be falling into their own trap, now. Who did you say was
spouting rhetoric?
In conclusion, the point that I have been
trying to make is that the whole accusation
made by the Buckley group is ridiculous.
The call for a debate is not proper. It's the
candidates job to debate. After all, the students representing the candidates on this
campus can't be held responsible for the
views of their respective men. The candidates make the policies, not the students,
and are more than capable of standing up
for themselves. If the Buckley people really
desire to express his views on the issues,
then let them do so in the same manner in
which Rich Marano gave us Dodd's views —
in a nice, concise letter! That's what a
school newspaper is for, and more people
read the Mirror than would probably attend
a debate on campus. If the Buckley coordinators wish to do so, let them consider
this a challenge from me, against them —
let's see something positive about the Republican candidate for once, instead of ail
this negative propaganda against his opponent. The three columns which were wasted
making petty accusations would have been
put to much better use had they contained
some good, solid facts about Buckley's
platforms! I think it's time for the Buckley
supporters to stop throwing stones at the
Dodd campaign, and start throwing some
good campaign info our way! Incidentally, I
am not, nor have I ever been, a member of
any official Chris Dodd campaign organization (although, after careful consideration, I
am supporting him in this election). I am
simply annoyed at seeing the attempts of a
student to voice his political preference,
shot to pieces by ridiculous accusations
from the opposing camp.
Sincerely yours
George E. Murphy, '82
Vice-President, F.U.
Young Democrats

adults. Part of the responsibility of a
successful institution is to prepare the
individual for life beyond the ivory
towers. This means teaching today's
students to become tomorrows leaders
in medicine, business, law and government. In the final judgement it will not
be where these four years of college
life were spent that matters but how
they were spent. It will be the challenge
of the University to make sure that the
investment pays off, to provide the
guidance and support a student needs
in surviving the test of college life.
Yes, there is no question about it,
the years ahead will be challenge years

Cheers
To FUSA for the Muscular Dystrophy Sports
Day Competition ... And a special cheer to
all the athletes who made it work... You
guys are champions in every sense of the
word. To SEC for bringing the house down
with the outrageously successful South
Side Johnny this past weekend ... Proves
what good music and good partying can
do... To Robert Emerich and the cast of
Roar of the Grease Paint. Who needs the
lights of Broadway when those of Fairfield
are a stones throw away ... To the College
Bowl contestants for a good "showing in the
upcoming duel Oct. 7,8,9. To those intrepid
Fairfield filmmakers on their latest production . . . Finally,
a
touch
of
Hollywood ... I'm certain you won't have
any trouble,filling extras ... This campus is
dying for a shot at immortality... To the
latest appointments in the FUSA cabinet...
We wish them the best of luck in their new
roles... To the American Studies Forum
for bringing us blockbuster films like
M*A*S*H, Paper Chase and King Kong .'..
Keep those reels rolling. To the People's
Saving Bank for sponsoring Senator William
Fulbright in a lecture next week... The
Arkansas gentlemen has some words of
wisdom on the world ... Lets give him a
good welcome... Cheers to the Women's
Tennis Team for continuing their undefeated rally (4-0)... Look out Wimbledon
the Stagettes are on the move... Keep the
pressure on ladies... You're doing fine. To
the hosts of that monstrous breach party
Saturday ... Who financed that extravaganza anyway Christine Onassis or Jean Paul
Getty's son?... Finally a Cheer to the long
weekend. It's about time... We all can use
it.

for the University. But it is quite apparent that we are right on course.
Perhaps then as we look forward to
Columbus Day, we too can say that we
are moving toward a new destination, a
new beginning. In fact the metaphor is
more than appropriate. Like those
sailors, who crossed the oceans, we
face the greatest challenge together:
the challenge of confronting the
unknown straits of the future. Only
then, after we have completed that
journey can we safely say that the
challenge years were the most progressive years.
FRANK P. MALINCONICO

Boos
To the bookstore for keeping only one cash
register in operation ... By the time we get
to the front desk the price of the item has
doubled ... To the MCATs and LSATs facing Seniors this year... Seems like the only
people who become doctors or lawyers
these days are the kids who get through the
exam alive... To the hotrodders who speed
through 20 mile an hour zones at 60 plus ...
Does it take an accident to get you guys to
slow down ... Those are speed bumps not
stunt ramps. To those who missed South
Side Johnny (to which the author of this column pleads guilty)... From all reports it
was a dynamite concert and a good time for
all... Does someone have a videotape of
the show they'd like to sell? To Midterm Exams and Freshman estimates ... Just when
the good time started roiling ... We have to
start studying to pump life into anemic
cumes. To all those OCB's who haven't
registered with Student Services....C'mon
you guys, are we so easily forgotten on
campus ... Trying to get in/touch with
some of you requires the cooperation of the
CIA... To Macke for those Tuna Burgers
with the dime size splats of tuna... I
haven't heard that tuna has been added to
the endangered species list... So how
come its being rationed. To those who missed the debut of Roar of the Grease Paint
this week... Who needs Broadway when
the bidding stars of the stage are right down
the street? To those Seniors who have not
signed up for class pictures yet... Twenty
years from now when the signs of old age
creep in you're gonna wish you had a more
flattering picture on hand ... Finally to
those who have not taken advantage of the
films in Gonzaga.. .For a dollar it beats any
matinee.
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Reader's Forum
Thoughts Of A Disillusioned College Student
by Jay Ricci
He is a man without conscience. His attitudes are fascist. We should approach him
with caution. Is this an accurate assessment of G. Gordon Liddy? Before his lecture
here, I may have been inclined to agree,
however, after hearing the man, I find that
he makes a great deal of sense. Shocked? I
must be as much a lunatic as he is? Not
quite. To use his expression, Mr. Liddy disillusioned me.
Perhaps it is important to establish the
fact that I'm not endorsing Mr. Liddy's
views on an unqualified basis. To me, Mr.
Liddy also appears to be extreme in that he
is willing to direct if not personally execute
a task he considers necessary. I am speaking specifically of Mr. Liddy's readiness to
kill Jack Anderson.
I cannot justify taking life myself, and I
have no intentions of justifying it for someone else. For a minute, though, let's play a
game. We'll call that game Just Support.
Now, just suppose a foreign agent in this
country gains access to the same information regarding national security that became available to Jack Anderson. Just suppose this agent is killed by government
agents before he can obtain and relay any
more information. Again, I am not arguing
whether or not a man may take another
man's life. How many of us would find it as
upsetting to hear that a foreign agent had
been killed because he was considered a
threat to national security? I do not feel as
many would be as shocked and disgusted in
the imaginary instance as there are in the

case of Mr. Anderson.
Let's pursue this point on another level.
Earlier, I mentioned Mr. Liddy's willingness
to act or direct actions appears extreme.
The extreme here is in his readiness to act
not his intent. How many others have the intent, but lack the readiness to act? I can not
agree with the editor-in-chief (Mirror, Oct. 2)
that Mr. Liddy's thinking perverted "an entire system of government". Mr. Liddy is a
rare breed, but he is not unique. I feel that
one is wearing blinders with regards to the
situation if one thinks that Mr. Liddy is
alone in his thoughts.
This brings us back to intent as opposed
to commission of the act. An interesting
statement appeared in this paper concerning this very distinction last week. Professor Cassidy cited a remark made by Fr.
Richard McSorley, S.J. that is also apropos
here. He states simply, "What it is wrong to
do, it is wrong to intend to do. If it is wrong
for me to kill you, it is wrong for me to intend to do it." This assessment does not
free Mr. Liddy from any blame, but it prevents us from hanging the role of scapegoat
on him.
It would not be inaccurate to guess that
there are several men that can be likened to
Mr. Liddy in varying degrees and there have
been men of this sort in the White House for
many years. We are living in illusion to think
that our government has been able to maintain any type of efficient intelligence without resorting to what many consider dark
and ugly tactics. I'm not saying this is right,
I'm saying that this is the way it is. Why,

Cocked Eye On The World
by Ed Dew
Shatt-AI-Arab Anthology
(with apologies to Edgar Lee Masters)
All Farsi Qum
"You'd think that our fellow believers in
God
Would have joined our divinely selfrighteous
jihaad
Against everything secular, foreign, or mod.
But as long as they don't, let 'em just bite
the sold!"
That's the way that I put it last Friday to
Fahd.
Thus, I find my demise yesterday rather
odd.
All Baghdad
Bloody well try it, we told Bani Sadr.
Your masochist Shi'ites are just cannon
fodder.
,
If you mess with us, Buster, you're bound
for a slaughter.
I was bloody well right, yessiree, though the

rotters
Bloodied my brothers, my sons, my
daughters,
And me.
Yuri Vincible
"If there's nothing the Yankees can win,
There's no way that we Russkis will lose,"
I said, as the KGB's man on the spot.
Our MIGs may not yet be perfected,
But the Iranians' best pilots defected.
"Our client, Iraq, is home free," so I
thought.
Alas! When the shooting had stilled
They both turned to the Yanks to rebuild.
That's, why I was brought back to
Russian ... and shot.
Ronald Jimmyjohn
Thank heavens for Iran and Iraq!
Our campaigns had been sadly off-whack.
With none of us scoring;
The front pages were boring.
It feels good to be buried in back.

then, is Mr. Liddy the big bad guy we see in
the old westerns riding into town on a black
stallion? Looks more to me like a whole
gang of outlaws. During the question/answer session, a fellow student asked
Mr. Liddy about the notion perishing like
men rather than living like animals.
I admire this attitude if one can live by it,
or more precisely, die by it. I for one, contemplating these types of issues would like
to be that idealistic. I like to think I'd be willing to lay down my gun and my life for my
values which transcend war and this life,
but I'm afraid that if it ever came down to exactly that, I'd be very human, and very much
possessed by my innate will to live.
We're at a crossroads. If America is to
show these superior values by example, the
fact that G. Gordon Liddy is on a lecture
tour and not in the White House helps very

little. What is required is a major shakedown of personnel and possibly even policy
and practice. Don't think for a second there
won't be another bugging or more suggested and successful assassinations. We,
the common people, just may not find out
about it right away. On the other hand, if
America chooses to play "political
hardball", we had better play by all the
rules, Machiavellian or otherwise, in which
case we need people like G. Gordon Liddy.
For better or worse, the press has made
the average citizen more aware of the goings on inside Washington than ever before.
It's time we decided whether it is better to
perish like men that we may die by our
values, or to survive by playing the game, in
order to change the rules. Right now, we're
true to neither and going no place fast.

Time For A Positive Change
by Greg McAleer
It would be a tragedy if Jimmy Carter
gains reelection only because many Americans fear Ronald Reagan. Specifically, It
would be a tragedy for the American people
to have to suffer through four more years of
Jimmy Carter. In addition, the reelection of
President Carter would be an Insult to Ronald Reagan, whose programs would have
probably turned the country around from
the downward spiral it is now in.
Clearly, the most feared of Reagan's
views are those on defense and foreign
policy. On these important matters, Reagan
believes that the United States must remain
strong militarily in order to preserve world
peace. Sound crazy? Well, maybe not.
For instance, look at what has happened
around the world since Carter became president. Soviet forces are now present in Cuba,
parts of Africa, and most recently have invaded Afghanistan. In the meantime, after
naively stating, in May of 1977, that "we are
now free of that inordinate fear of communism," embracing Brezhnev after signing
SALT II, and accepting the presence of a
Soviet combat brigade in Cuba, President
Carter finally realized that the Soviets cannot be trusted, after the invasion of
Afghanistan.
Moreover, President Carter has cut increases in defense spending and delayed
existing programs to a point where the
United States is falling dangerously behind
the Soviet Union in defense capabilities. In
addition, the sad fact exists that many men
and women in the military are now eligible
for food stamps because pay and benefits
have been so extremely and disgracefully
low under President Carter.
Furthermore, Carter has not only dim-

inished our national defense, he has also
signed a treaty which conceivably allows for
Soviet military superiority. The SALT II treaty is an unfair, unequal, and dangerous document which the Senate has wisely yet to
ratify. It should be obvious that the treaty is
not in the best interests of the United
States.
Turning back to Mr. Reagan, although
some of his less informed critics may be
shocked and disappointed, the fact remains
that he has long stated that he favors arms
reduction, but not an unequal treaty such as
SALT II. However, until the United States
can negotiate a true arms reduction treaty,
Mr. Reagan believes that we must increase
defense spending to help protect the free
world from the genuine and evident threat
of Soviet aggression.
Now, one must not conclude that Reagan
is a warmonger from his statements on defense. Already the Carter forces have
stooped to the uncivilized and childish level
of painting Reagan out to be a pistolwielding and irresponsible fanatic. For their
own sake and the sake of their country, the
American people must not be so gullible as
to full prey to such false and ridiculous accusations.
Finally, the American voter must realize
that President Carter's foreign policy, let
alone his domestic policy, has been a complete disaster. The fifty Americans being
held hostage in Iran for nearly a year and the
fiasco of the rescue attempt epitomize
Carter's foreign policy. The United States
has lot the respect it once had around the
world, and it is now time that something be
done. It is time for a positive change in the
White House.

Mooney and Riel Challenged By Faculty Member
by Morris Grossman
Chairman of Philosophy Dept.
I would like to comment on several recent
items in the Mirror, first the September 18
report on Fr. Christopher Mooney's address
to the faculty.
Some years ago I served on a committee
(with Prof. Walter Petry and Fr. James
Coughlin, S.J.,) which redrafted a clause in
our contracts. The new clause includes the
following: "The university agrees to respect
the individual conscience and academic
freedom of the faculty member. The faculty
member agrees to respect the Jesuit and
Catholic commitment of the University."
The wording seems to suggest that the respect be mutual, a matter of simple reciprocity, an application of the golden rule.
The Mirror reports Fr. Mooney as saying
that the medieval Christian universities
should be a model for Fairfield. "If those
medieval scholars lived today, they would
welcome as we do here at Fairfield,
scholars from all the Christian churches, as
well as scholars who do not share the Christian faith but whose insight/s are needed to
prevent our isolation and make possible
open discussion."
As I read this I wonder — who are the
"we" who are doing the welcoming, and
whose isolation should be avoided? The
university is now varied and quite
unisolated. It consists of people of sundry
beliefs and backgrounds, and not only in
the realm of theology. "We" welcome — in

line with affirmative action and other traditions, documents and policies — men and
women of all faiths.
Fr. Mooney is further reported to have
said: "Jesuits are rethinking their identity,
collaborating with others who understand
Jesuit ideals, and rediscovering the values
they have to offer students." Will the collaboration be only with those who understand Jesuit ideals? Might it not be good to
collaborate with those who do not understand them and who might acquire such
understanding through joint efforts? Put
simply, the different people in a community
should try to understand each other's ideals
and values, and respect them.
I recently had the pleasure of welcoming
Fr. Mooney to Fairfield, one of the many
welcomes he deservedly got. I know his talk
was well-intentioned, but I think it put too
much emphasis upon one directional, as
over against reciprocal, understanding and
respect.
Imagine a statement that went as follows:
"We sundry members of the university pommunity welcome all scholars of probity and
excellence, as well as scholars of the Christian faith, who are needed here to show that
we are fair-minded and tolerant. We are willing to collaborate even with Jesuit scholars,
so long as they understand our educational
ideals and our concern for academic excellence."
This is a bit strong, but only by dramatic

role reversal, by changing perspectives with
a touch of hyperbole, do the meanings and
nuances of certain messages become
clarified.
Students of mine might recall how I like
to belabor a passage in Lesslng's drama,
Nathan the Wise. In it a Frair, who is Christian, and Nathan, who is Jewish, collaborate
and develop great understanding and appreciation of each other's virtues. The Friar,
overwhelmed by Nathan's goodness, says:
"O Nathan, Nathan! You're a Christian
soul!/ By God, a better Christian never
lived!" Nathan, who is indeed wise, does
not allow himself to be quite overwhelmed
by the well-intentioned compliment. He
turns it into a lesson in mirrored perspectives, and says to the Friar: "Ajid well for
us! For what makes me for you/ A Christian,
makes yourself for me a Jew!" The meaning
of the Friar's remark, and its exact moral
tone, can only be seen in its proper reflection.
The second item I wish to comment on is
Prof. Arthur Riel's letter of September 25. In
it he discusses the draft, recent history, and
notes that some of his friends "died so that
Jews may live, so that future generations
could be free..." Prof. Riel's reading of history, is narrow. It makes about as much
sense as to say that the Union soliders died
primarily to free the slaves.
World War II was initiated by attacks and
declarations on the part of the Japanese

and Germans. There were, of course, many
reasons for fighting and Americans fought
for themselves, for each other, for various
ideals and values. Knowledge of the Holocaust came late in the war to most Americans. Perhaps even my cousin Joe Hecht,
who fought in Europe and was awarded a
posthumous Silver Star, didn't know about
it. For whom did he die? If a few million
more Jews (not a great many were left)
would have been killed by a Nazi victory,
countless millions of non-Jews likewise
would have been killed and enslaved. I don't
know how to compare sacrifices, but I
suspect that there is always some risk in
lauding one's own.
Let me resort to another "role reversal"
argument. One might say that it was not
military force that saved us from Hilter but
the suffering of Jews (and others) who bore
long and painful witness to cruelty and evil,
and who wakened slumbering and indifferent peoples to the dangers. Prof. Riel is
surely familiar with the suffering savior role
in history. On this view, need I extrapolate,
many of my relatives died in the Holocaust
so that Christians (and others) might live
and so that future generations could be
free. Some see in the Holocaust an ongoing
lesson to a sometimes torpid world.
I would say, finally, to Fr. Mooney and
Prof. Riel that we all like to be of service
and we all like to have our virtues and efforts fully appreciated.
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Olde Fashioned Flavorite
by Sue Duffy
If you think there are no more
old fashioned ice cream parlors in
existence, think again. Allington's
Ice Cream Manufactory is a place
where ice cream is not only sold,
but also concocted. Decorated
with tiffany lamps, traditional ice
cream parlor chairs, antique
scoopers and other relics, Allington's radiates a very homey atmosphere.
Although it was established just
two and a half years ago, its reputation has spread and just one
taste explains why. The ice cream
is made on the premises and is
very close to all natural. Three
times a week a genuine little old
farmer named Mr. Shaddock delivers milk and cream from Meadow Brook Creamery in Massachusetts. These ingredients come in
ten gallon milk cans and the unloading of the truck is quite a sight
to see. It's hard to believe the
transformation that takes place
within the small building.
There are about nine stable

The Modern Woman
by Margaret Muller
With designer jean commercials
continuously bouncing off the
television screen three and four at
a time, some peculiar combinations are bound to occur. For example a recent sequence made my
hair stand on end. Not only did it
capture the spirit of the modern
woman, but it also traced her development!
The first advertisement is staged in a disco. Picture a couple of
ten-year-olds bumping and gyrating spasmodically like two fish
on a beach. The girl rifles a sly
wink at her partner and together
they wiggle off into the strobe
lights. Ironically, the jeans which
indoctrinate children to a pleasure
society are called "golddiggers."
Next, fifteen-year-old Brooke
Shields declares, "Whenever I
have some extra money I buy Calvins ... and if there's any left over,
I pay the rent!" Whimsical statement or not, it suggests values
which are uppermost in adolescent minds. Be independent! Be

flavors and the other ten or so are
alternated. Linda Corbey, the manager accepts suggestions from
patrons and is always willing to invent a new flavor. Allington's services several restaurants including The Angus, Valentine's
Bloodroot and also Peg Deneen
Cookies. The flavors made for
these establishments are sold exclusively to them. Allington's also
sells ice cream wholesale in two
and a half gallon tubs for special
occasions.
Another feature of this unique
place is its birthday parties for
kids of all ages. These include a
guided tour and an explanation of
how the wonderful product is
made. Allington's also features a
lunch menu with a variety of sandwiches and soups to choose from.
A young patron told me that Allington's is the best place for milkshakes and has great flavors. One
can see that high standards and
good quality do have some fine
results. These results are
deliciously enticing.
relaxed! And above all, worry
about your looks! By now materialism has manifested itself in
teenagers as a obsession with outward appearances.
Finally, camera number three
struggles to keep pace with a city
woman who eiptomizes the modern ideal. Stiletto heels crashing
against the pavement, her attache
case plowing a haughty course
(she may as well bowl over a few
housewives), here's a lady who
knows what she wants and gets it.
Lear jets and limousines are all in
a day's work for her.
Indeed the image portrayed by
jean commercials scores a
bull's-eye: Modern woman is selfcentered, power-hungry and ruthlessly devoid of tenderness. But
the question remains, where is
she going in her limousine?

by D. Caruso and
D. O'Connor
'War is declared!' This is a headline dreaded by everyone, yet its
reality was realized this summer
as registration for the draft was inducted. We were interested to see
just how the men on campus reacted to the situation.
All of the men questioned, stated that they did sign up, yet only
because it was required by law. A
minority of those interviewed
believed that it was their obligation, or a means of repayment as
citizens of the United States.
A wide range of mixed feelings
evolved from the situation. Fear
and disbelief proved to be the predominant emotions, while others
felt anger and resentment. Ail
sensed an acute uneasiness in regard to their present lives and the
future in general.
When asked if they thought the
registration was necessary, the
M»0<

BON TON CAFE
709 Beechwood Avenue
(corner of Howard Avenue)
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question was met with a reluctant
'yes'. They were all in opposition
to the registration itself, yet
agreed that military preparation
was necessary. All agreed that the
condition in which, our armed
forces are in today, cannot handle
a major confrontation with another country.
A few also held the opinion that
the registration was used as a political boost for the President. Yet
another thought that the military
forces should be strictly on a
volunteer basis, and that the government should give the prospective recruits more incentive to join.
Although opinions differ, all

those questioned, came to the
pessimistic conclusion that the
registration will be put into use
within the next few years.
The men were also questioned
about the possibility of women being required to register for the
draft. All agreed that women
would serve as a useful component in the services, yet they believed that positions should be filled in non-combat areas.
The sentiment held by those interviewed was one of disbelief. As
college students, the prospect of
war, or any occurrence in the outside world -is unreal or nonexistent.
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Cross Section
This Week's Question:

Mike Burke-'84 — No, I just haven't
had the time. I plan to register this
month so I can vote in November.

John Boylan-'81 — Yes, as a
politics major, i am aware of the
importance of participation in a
democratic government.

Are You Registered
To Vote?

Cesaer Figliuzzi-'84 — Yes, I think
it's important that I take part in
politics and have an interest in the
people that are going to tell me
what to do and affect my future.

Why Or Why
Not?

Irene Gaffney-'82 — Yes, because I
feel it is an important right we
have living in a free country, and
therefore, should take advantage
of it.

Sean Milano'83 — Yes, it's my first
chance to vote and I didn't want to
miss the opportunity.

Cathi Walsh-'81 — Yes, so I can
get free literature to fill my
mailbox.

Ted Tyma-'B2 ■ - Yes, because I
want to have a say in the government.

Ted MUSCO-'81 — Yes, in keeping
with that tradition set forth by our
founding fathers, I wish to continue the process of voting.

Ellen Fantry-'82 — Yes, because
it's important to take an interest in
our government since it directly
concerns us all.

Claire McCann-'83 — Yes, because
I needed another form of identification.

Ted Schimoler-'82 — Yes, I think
it's important, and people should
take their government seriously.

Tim Ulles-'B4 — No, I haven't gotten around to it.

Cheryl Dryden-'83 — Yes, I
registered last year. Why not?
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Across From Nautilus
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DON'T FORGET THE WEED PARTY
Michelle Mellaly-'83 — Yes,
because my mother made me.
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THE NAUTILUS CAFE
CHAMPALE NIGHT
By Iroquois Brands
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 9
8-12 P.M.
50<P BOTTLES
* T-SHIRT RAFFLE *
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Bali Hai
by Janine La Medlca
It was a wonderful evening.
Tired of hanging around my home
in Norwalk, Connecticut last Saturday night, I loaded my favorite
three companions into the family
car and set out, looking for adventure. Just five minutes away, in
a town called Darien, we came
upon something very mysterious.
Right in front of us was what appeared to be a tropical island.
Eager for excitement, we clambered out of the car and began exploring. Soon after, a young native
girl approached us. She was oddly
dressed, which made us cautious,
but her smile told us she was
friendly. Her long black apron
hung loosely around ankle-length
black pants. On her shirt was the
symbol of the sacred animal of the
island. To me, it looked like an
alligator.
We were delighted to find she
spoke English. From our short
conversation with the native, we
discovered her name was Nancy.
She invited us to a great feast for
all the inhabitants of the island.
Tired and hungry after our extensive traveling, we followed her to a
buffet that took our breaths away.
Laid in front of us were trays of exotic salads and vegetables, followed by pots of fish, chicken, and a
type of tropical stew. One of the
natives was slicing a side of roast
beef. On my right, I noticed a large
bowl, filled with island breads and
dressings. We thanked the natives
for their hospitality and ate greedily.
After filling ourselves from the
delectable buffet, Nancy returned

and offered us a choice of carrot
cake, apple tart, or ice cream roll.
Just as we were finishing dessert,
the atmosphere darkened. A native dance was about to begin. No,
this was not a dance, but a play. It
was a war story, involving a
dashing French planter who falls
in love with an Army nurse from
Little Rock, Arkansas on a small
island in the South Pacific ocean.
The actors lit up the stage with
their singing and dancing. It was
hard to believe these young natives were not the characters
themselves, telling musical tales
of joy and woe.
In between the three acts of the
play, Nancy brought us any beverage we desired. Before the final
act, she placed a large bottle on
the table, and next to it, four elegant glasses. As she poured this
liquid into the glasses, the abundance of bubbles made a low hissing noise. As we raised the
glasses to our lips, one of the
native women rose from her seat
and addressed the others.
"Good evening, ladies and
gentlemen. We at Darien Dinner
Theatre hope you are enjoying this
evening's performance of Rodgers
and Hammerstein's South
Pacific." As she spoke, two of my
companions turned to my aunt
and said, "Thank you both, this is
the best anniversary we've ever
had." I smiled and glanced around
the theatre. This island is beautiful, and so are my parents. Our
evening at the Darien Dinner
Theatre was definitely worth
twenty-four dollars a ticket. Now,
where did Nancy get that funny
alligator shirt?

Elevator Haters
Unite
by Kathy Shurawlch
All right. You're in a hotel, large
department store on high-rise.
You want to go either up or downstairs. Do you a.) pretend that you
are physically fit and jog up twenty flights, or b.) take life easy and
step into the nearest elevator. If
you're like me you'll risk a coronary and take the stairs, rather
than put your life in the hands of
one of those steel contraptions.
Why, you may ask, do I have
such a deep-seated contempt for
elevators? It all began back in the
summer of 1978 with a graduation
trip of Greece. One night, while
staying in a new hotel in Athens I
had the misfortune of being trapped in an elevator with two people
suffering from claustrophobia. My
parents, a man from Rome and I
had stepped into the elevator and
were on our way to the dining
room seven floors below when the
motor began whining and the

lights flickered and dimmed. Gr-rr,
clunk, silence. For a few moments
no one moved, and then my mom
made the profound statement,
"we're stuck," Always cool and
collected in the face of disaster
she frantically began dialing the
emergency phone. Like everything
in a new hotel, it didn't work. The
failure to get help was like cutting
off all communication with the
rest of the world. Almost on cue
mom and the other guy began
screaming. She ranged from trying
to rip the phone off the wall to asking me if I could kick the door
open; he yelled things in Italian
and pressed every button on the
panel.
After what seemed like an hour
(in reality it was fifteen minutes)
the door was slowly opened by a
bored looking repairman. And how
far did that elevator take us? We
were six inches from where we got
on.

Cute Or
Handsome?
by Margaret Muller
Tell a man he's girlish and
you've lacerated his ego, not to
mention your own throat. Yet
herds of Fairfield Stags embrace
this stigma unknowingly.
Only yesterday my friend (Norma) and I were plopped in the campus Mezzanine when Bruno hefted
up the stairs. Presto, Norma snapped to attention and declared,
"There's Bruno! HE'S SO CUTE."
A spark of pride lighted the newcomer's face as he lowered himself on the couch beside us. This
Sicilian hulk was definitely handsome ... but cute? I observed
Bruno's mustache suspiciously.
There was nothing childish or
playful about those melon-like deltoids either; they meant business.
Because Norma's definition of
"cute" pinched my toe for six
hours, I ran to the dictionary like a
frenzied patient. Webster pronounced that a dire misconcep-

tion is afoot. According to the
New Seventh Collegiate Dictionary, "cute can mean: 1) clever
or shrewd; 2) attractive or pretty
especially by reason of daintiness
or delicacy; or 3) obviously straining for effect.
Surely Norma would not have
said, "There's Bruno! HE'S SO
SHREWD." And I doubt that she
accused him of straining for effect, though Bruno was flexing his
arm against his books. So only the
second definition applies in ail its
feminine flagrancy. Ordinarily "attractive" is a neutral term, but
among such biased company it
stinks of perfume. Hardly would I
call my beloved cute on that basis.
With any luck "cute" will soon
move "far out" into the "groovey"
galaxy of faddish words. During
the painful meanwhile, try complimenting a stunning male with
"handsome," "good-looking," or
even "beautiful" — but cut the
■"cute" for Cupid's sake.
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Praise To Uncle Sam
you know better. Why, I'd rather
see you grapple on the floor with a
fly than be bribed by one! Just imagine the reverberations if every
terrorist group believed it could
manipulate you. We'd be
"bugged" to death.
Thanks to your guiding hand,
Uncle Sam, our blind anger hasn't
steered us into war. However, it's
time we opened our eyes to the
real situation regardless of how
passive and unglamourous it is.
Nobody needs to die over this midEastern bufoonery. We simply
must replace our warheads with

Dear Uncle Sam,
Some of your nieces and
nephews are ashamed of your appearance. Supposedly the Iranian
gadfly in your beard is snarling
your image and making you look
silly and disheveled .. . even
senile. But I think it adds a distinguished touch. After all, plenty
of men would swipe at the fly until
red in the face. They'd exert 6000
calories for a fist full of air. Not
you though. I like your patience —
it's tough.
Some of those same nieces and
nephews have stopped whining
for action because they've discovered an easier tactic: blackmail. With Iraq at Iran's throat you
have the power to exchange
weaponry parts for our hostages.
Now the Ayatollah is at YOUR mercy, they say. And they wait for the
swatter with hungry eyes. I'm glad
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collegiate crossword
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cool heads.
Just wanted to tell you that
you're not an unsung hero, even if
it seems that way. So keep up the
good work and don't lose faith.
How long can a fly live anyway?
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Fortress
Seafood dish
Italian dish
Part of TNT
Hoodwink
"
the Mood for
Love"
Army officers
(abbr.)
Common Latin
abbreviation
Very proper
station 1
Hungry ——
On the loose
(2 wds.)
Advice
Made double-sure
Wisconsin lake
Hungarians
Missouri city
Tonto's horse
Hauls
Some college food
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Encyclopedia parts
Levelers
Let in again
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Negated a layoff
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Former New York
City mayor
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Inactive
Cager Archibald
Switch positions
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Pick your own grapes —
Taste before you buy
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The Great Debate
by Karen Takach
Narrator: In recent news stories,
it has been stated that all three
Presidential candidates are running fairly even in Connecticut, so
that the three are making an extra
effort in the state. Also, the candidates are pushing for suburban
support. Well, what if all three happened to run into each other in
their criss-crossing of the nation
in a Connecticut suburb called
Fairfield...
Scene: The Fairfield University
campus, In front of the rec center.
Jimmy: Ronnie, John, what are
you two doing here?
Ronnie: We're holding a Republican solidarity meeting .. .What
do you think we're doing?!
Jimmy: Sorry. I know you're
after suburban Connecticut support just like I am. I'm just surprised to see you all.
John: Right now we're just looking for some place to go and relax.
(Sights a passing student) Oh son,
do you know of a local lounge we
could go to?
Fairfield U. student: Lounge?
Oh, you mean bar! Only a few minutes away is a great bar called
"The Nautilus." You should go
there. (The candidates go on their
way).
Another Fairfield U. student:
Hey, wasn't that John Anderson,
Jimmy Carter and Ronald Reagan?
First Fairfield U. student: What?
Are you crazy?
Scene: The Nautilus. Friday
Night. Jimmy and Ronnie are playing "Asteroids", while John sits at
a nearby table chugging a brew.
Jimmy is losing.
Ronnie: See, you know nothing
about defense!
Jimmy: You warmonger!
John: (thinking) Good; keep
fighting. You could only help me in
my National Unity Campaign. (Jimmy and Ronnie join John at his
table).

it
r*

Jimmy: What! No peanuts! Beer
without peanuts is practically a
sin!
John: Well, how goes the campaign?
Ronnie: Great! My support
grows every day, thanks to you
and Jimmy.
Jimmy: What's that supposed to
mean?
John: I take offense!
Ronnie: Just look at your record
Jimmy. You're incompetent and a
fool.
Jimmy: Well, you're a racist and
on the verge of senility.
John: Well, well! Now, who said
he's not running a mean campaign?
Ronnie: And by the way, how's
Billy?
Jimmy: And that's not mean?!
John: Hey Jimmy, I thought that
you didn't want to debate the two
of us?
Jimmy: This isn't debating, this
is bickering.
John: No, its not!
Jimmy: Yes, it is!
(Five pitchers later...)
Jimmy: Ronnie, you know you're
not such a bad guy after all.
Ronnie: Thanks, Jimmy. You're
a good oie boy yourself. Even
friendlier than Bonzo!
John: I can't stand it! How can
this be happening?
Jimmy: John, you know, if you
weren't so preachy you'd have
more friends.
Ronnie: I know. When I listen to
you I feel like I'm at church!
John: I do try my best, but people tend not to take me seriously,
especially if I speak lightheartedly. I know jokes too, you
know!
Ronnie: How about this one:
How can John Anderson become
President?
Jimmy: I don't know. How?
Ronnie: If there is a crash involving the Carter and Reagan cam-

Etc., Etc., Etc.,

paign planes.
Jimmy: Ha, ha, ha!
John: Hey, that's not funny! I'm
a viable candidate.
Jimmy: Oh, don't be such a wet
blanket John.

by Janine LaModica
It was traumatic. There I sat,
huddled at my tiny desk in the far
corner of my room, clenching my
fists and tugging my hair. What
could I possibly write a two hundred word essay about? Groping
for an answer, I turned once again
to my list of suggestions. There,
right in front of my eyes was the
perfect essay topic. Etc., etc., etc.
was just what I was looking for.

(Three pitchers later...)
Jimmy: Ronnie, you're such a
great guy that I'd like to drop out
and concede the race to you.
Ronnie: No, I'd like to drop out
and concede to you.
Jimmy: Well, then, we'll both
drop out!
Ronnie: O.K. We'll announce it
to the public tomorrow.
(Back at John Anderson's
house)
Keke: John, wake up. You were
just yelling for joy in your sleep.
What was it?
John: Oh, I guess that it was
just a dream.

Etc. is a term that has been
handed down from generation to
generation, along with folk ballads
and big noses. Throughout its lifetime, etc. has been carelessly utilized and thrown about by English
speaking people everywhere. Depressed and batter, efc. sought to
find a more rewarding lifestyle. It
packed its bags and set off for the
bright lights of Broadway, seeking
fame and fortune.
In less than one year, its little

(The play closes to the strains
of "The Impossible Dream")
Narrator: The End .. .or is it?
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dream came true. Theatre goers
were hushed as Yul Brenner, portraying the King of Siam in The
King and I, poignantly shouted,
"et cetera, et cetera, et cetera!"
Cheers of recognition were heard,
and efc. reached a new plateau in
the English language. There was
no stopping etc. then. It moved
along wall plaques, everyday conversation, and college syllabuses.
Despite its popularity, etc. never
forgot the debt it owed Broadway.
Even with a busy schedule etc.
still found time to appear in notebooks of latharglg drama students. My Fair Etc., Etc. Is Alive
And Well And Living In Paris, and
A Streetcar Named Etc. were
among its most famous works.
Now, as I put down my pen, I
realize that etc. is in danger of becoming the most popular abbreviation of our lazy times. I, however,
am a huddled mass with sleeping
fingers, no hair, etc., etc., etc.
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Arts & Entertainment
F.U. Got The Fever

The fans grasp for more!!

by Elise Loprete
and
Eileen Bergin
Friday, October 3rd, witnessed
the triumphant return of "Southside Johnny and the Asbury
Jukes" to Fairfield University.
Opening for the Jukes in their own
return engagement was "Beaver
Brown". Both groups performed
on campus two years ago, on different occasions and under different circumstances. "Beaver
Brown", then less experienced,
played an Oak Room Function.
Here again last Spring, the band
performed at May Day. Late winter
of 79, Southside and his band
gave their inimitable show in conjunction with "The Good Rats."
Last Friday's concert was another major success for F.U.'s
S.E.C. All behind-the-scenes legwork can be attributed to co-directors Danny Allen and Kevin McColgan along with security directors Mike Delia Fave and George
Hesse. Student population approval of Southside as the Fall
concert choice is evidence by the
fact that the show sold out five
days in advance.
Transformation of a gymnasium
into a concert hall is an arduous
[Photo by Patty Lanza] task, but Friday night when the
lights dimmed and Beaver Brown
took the stage all semblance of
the stags' Basketball arena had
disappeared. From the opening
guitar chords the crowd was ready
Strong rockers are: "Relent- to party, to dance, and to rock and
less", "Hold On". "Loner" and roll.
"Got to Rock On". "Curtain of
Beaver Brown's opening show
Iron", "No One Together", and was acclaimed by many to be "just
"Back Door" could all have been as good as Southsides". The
on their first album. The strongest Rhode Island based band has
song on the album is, "Don't Open been together for seven years. The
Your Eyes", a chilling, haunting six member group rocked the
masterpiece. As I said, KANSAS IS crowd with varied sets including a
BACK!
Beach Boys medley which featured "Fun, Fun, Fun." They also
Peter Gabriel
(Mercury)
performed their released single
This is Gabriel's third solo effort "Wild Summer Nights."
and by far the best. The former
Genesis vocalist shows his
superior vocal abilities as well as
his adeptness at writing music.
The one song that has been receivby Tom Conroy
ing the most airplay is "Games
New York, the world's most exWithout Frontiers", which has a
steady beat in an almost-reggae citing city, is one hour away. It has
everything: art, architecture,
fashion.
Phil Collins, the Genesis drum- sports, entertainment.. . and
mer, helps out on the album, as more. Perhaps New York's nightdoes vocalist Kate Bush, and new- life is the most fantastic of all.
Though jazz halls are drawing
wave genius Robert Fripp. The
album cannot be given a definite large crowds, discos and rock and
label, such as hard rock, reggae, or roil clubs continue to reign in popnew wave because it is a ularity. These establishments feasmorgasbord of all type's of ture the newly-coined "dance
music" a fusion of rock and roll,
music.
Strong cuts on the album are, new wave, and disco.
Xenon, the successor to Studio
"Intruder," "Start", "Games
Without Frontiers", and "I Don't 54 is located at 124 W. 43rd St. and
Remember." Overall, the album is attracts a celebrity-studded cligood to listen to and you won't be entele. Regular patrons include
Andy Warhol, Cheryl Teigs, and
disappointed if you buy it.
many of the young Kennedys. The
music is generally disco, though
Wednesday nights are dedicated

For South Side
And Beaver Brown

Beaver Brown is primarily a
club/college band playing
throughout New England and New
York, concentrating in New
Jersey. The group's spokesman
sited Fairfield as one of the
largest audiences before which
they have performed. He further
said that "(we) loved the crowd
and had a real good time." Of
opening for the Jukes, the lead
member concluded that the two
bands have a compatible style.
This was made none too clear
when Southside and the Jukes
took their turn on stage they kept
the crowd in high gear with all
time favorites like "Fever", "We're
Having a Party", and "I Don't Want
to Go Home." The ten member
band hails from Asbury Park, New
Jersey. They are noted for the
strength and talent of their four
member horn section including
Bob Muckin and Rich Gazda on
trumpets, La Bomba on Trumbone
and Stan Harrison on tenor Sax.
The Jukes had high acclaim for

the S.E.C. stage crew noting that
they broke the existing one hour
and 55 minute "takedown" record
by disassembling the stage in just
one hour and 25 minutes. Currently on a twelve college concert tour,
they singled out Fairfield as one of
their best stops thus far.
Aside from one unfortunate incident, it appears that Beaver
Brown and Southside Johnny's
crew had as good a time Friday as
did the F.U. crowd. The unlucky
occurrence included a confrontation between the waving finger of
an enthusiastic fan and Southside
Johnny's eye. Of course the show
went on, but it may have been cut
a little short due to the star's discomfort.
Congratulations to the SEC for
a great event and an outstanding
time. Southside and the Jukes are
welcome here anytime as is
Beaver Brown. All was well arranged and executed. Lastly are
apologies to Southside for that
eye injury.

Inside The Albums
by Peter Vouras
"Audio-Visions"
Kansas (Kirshner)
Kansas is back! You thought
they never left? Well they did. Ever
since they released "Leftoverture", Kansas turned into a
masticated piece of pop-media
garbage. They wrote music that
appealed to the pre-pubescence,
record buying throngs that lifted
them out of the doldrums to never
before seen heights. Needless to
say, that delusion of grandeur was
shattered last year with the release of their worst album so far,
"Monolith", They tried catchy
melodies, soft ballads, and even a
faint disco rhythm that backfired
in their face.
Much dissention arose within
the group. Internal difficulties
stemmed from Steve Walsh and
Kerry Livgren's desire to do solo
albums. After getting the O.K.
from C.B.S. and Kirshner Entertainment, they made the albums. It
proved to be a purgation for the
group because with their latest release, "Audio-Visions" they seem
to be back on the track and better
than ever.
Gone are the soft-pop ballads
replaced by hard driving rock and
roll with fresh, clean rthyms.
Much, if not all, the music here is
reminiscent of the pre "Leftoverture" period.

Jamming 'Beaver Brown' style.

[Photo by Patty Lanza]

The Big 'Red Hot' Apple

CLASSES NOW FORMING
FOR DECEMBER '80
LSAT & GRE EXAMS

to rock. The lighting and special
visual effects are stunning.
Bonds, in Times Square, is
Xenon's main rival. Bigger,
splashier, and more sensational,
Bonds is also newer, having opened last summer.
Across Broadway, at 63rd St., is
Hurrah, the "rock disco." Though
it too relies on recorded music, it
nightly showcases local and out of
town groups like Boston's 'Misson
of Burma' and 'Classic Ruins.'
Hurrah also hosts many special
events such as punk fashion
shows.
The Mudd Club is way down
town, at 77 White St. This nearly
impossible to find address is
home to some of New York's more
serious partyers. They enjoy frequent theme activities like the

Mommie Dearest night, where
everyone dressed as Joan Crawford or "innocent schoolchildren"
and the pajama parties.
Some other good Manhattan
nightspots are Danceteria, 252 W
37th St., the Ritz, 119 E. 11th St.,
and Les Mouches on West Ave. All
of these clubs feature disco or
new-wave sounds by Diana Ross,
Blondie, the B-52's and the Talking
Heads. None of them have strict
codes, but imagination should be
used in dress. (A typical guest of
Hurrah might wear bright red
straight leg jeans, a black spandex
top, and dark glasses.)
All of the clubs in New York
have a high cover charge, but this
is usually off-set by a two free
drink policy, or the long, late night
of non-stop dancing and partying.

PREPARE FOR

MCATLSATGMAT
SATDATGRE
Permanent Centers open days,
evenings and weekends.
Low hourly cost. Dedicated fulltime staff.
Complete TEST-n-TAPESMfacilities
for review of class lessons and
supplementary materials.
Small classes taught by skilled
instructors

Opportunity to make up missed
lessons.
Voluminous home-study materials
constantly updated by researchers expert in their field.
Opportunity to transfer to and
continue study at any of our
over 80 centers.

OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE

GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO • MAT • PCAT • OCAT • VAT
TOEFL • NMB • VQE • ECFMG • FLEX • NOB • NLE

!PSfe*fley:H
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
TESTPREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Call Days. Eves & Weekends
101 Whitney Ave.
New Haven, CT
789-1169
800 Silver Lane
E. Hlfd - 568-7927
For Information About Other Centers
Outside NY State

CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782,

Volleyball action at Sports Day. See story page 12

[Photo by John Daubert]
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Roar Of The Greasepaint:
by Kathleen E. O'Gorman
Imagine yourself in a world of
fantasy with children arrayed in
brightly colored rags and greasepaint faces, listening to a melody
of innocence and frolic. You are in
the audience of "Roar of the
Greasepaint", where the game of
life is played out like a dream that
comes to life around you in this
Fairfield University playhouse production.
The musical, directed by Robert
G. Emerich and his associate
Thomas Zingarelli, is set as a
theatre-in-the-round which lends
itself well to the cabaret style setting. We look down upon an arena
that is used as the gameboard for
the two main characters, Sir, and
his boy, Cocky. Sir makes up the
rules of the game as it progresses
among a whirlwind of laughter,
song and dance. Cocky, the 'underdog', grovels to his master and
obeys the rules of his game. The
audience's sympathy is with the
'little man" and we cheer him on
as he rises to rebellion against his
tyrant boss in the second act.
Rick Lawless portrays the character of Cocky and brings to the
little threatre an air of professionalism. His talent in singing,
dancing, and acting outshines college amateurism. Rick masters the
accent of a British working man,
and is able to change from expressions of comedy to tragedy with
ease.
Anne-Marie Cusson strongly
plays the role of Sir, an "oversized
big boss" who loves the "smell of
the greasepaint and the roar of the
crowd." The composure that her
distinguished character sometimes calls for during amusing
moments is quite remarkable. She
too, has mastered the accent of a
refined English gentleman. Her
aristocratic expression projects
the proper sense of Sir's
domineering personality.
Contributing to the fun and

gaiety of the game are the mischievious street urchins who
scamper about the audience and
the stage throughout the play.
Their costumes and make-up appropriately support this chorus'
carefree "carpe diem" attitude.
The urchins view the game as a
game, which keeps the story light,
as the audience reads into its
deeper implications. As Cocky and
Sir play the game of life '"such
serious themes as religion, hunger, work, love, and the ladder of
success stand out in a very entertaining fashion."
Supporting the two central roles
are four other characters: the Kid
— Karen Epple, the girl — Donna
Mazzitelli, the Negro — Dennis
Huggin, and the Bully — Kevin
Naylor. Each contribute to
Cocky's and Sir's awareness that
perhaps their game is not the only
one that is played. This enlightening realization results in Cocky
standing up to Sir, and scoring
againt him in the game for the first
time.
Technical difficulties with
lighting were overshadowed by delightful choreography by Deborah
Hanstein. But such problems will
likely be corrected for the performances, as I was only able to
review this fine play by observing
a dress rehearsal.
Created by Anthony Newley and
Leslie Bricusse, "Roar of the
Greasepaint" first opened at the
Shubert Theatre in New York City
in May of 1965. The student performance at the playhouse on Round
Hill Road is produced by Diann
Amici. Props, exaggerated in size,
contribute an enjoyable effect
under the guidance of Mary
Brescia. Valuable to the success
of the production also are Stephen
Banbury, head of publicity, and
Assistant
Director Kathy
Schurawich.
The next playhouse production,
"The Fantasticks", will be pre-

Comes In and Goes
Out Like A Lion

Sal Candido and Nora Edmonds preparing for the fantasy.
sented November 17-22. If the vivacious talent in "Roar of the
Greasepaint" is carried over to
this next production, "The Fantasticks" may prove to be just as
fine a performance if not better.
The playhouse plans two original
musicals for the spring.
"Roar of the Greasepaint" shall
be presented through Saturday
the eleventh at 8 p.m. Theatre
goers are encouraged to bring
their own drinks and cheese and
munchies. General admission is
$3, students and senior citizens
$2. All seats are reserved, and
tickets must be paid for by 6 p.m.
the night of the performance. For
more information and reservations
call 255-5411, ext. 2204. Don't miss
it!

[Photo by Gregory Rucci]

Etsko Tazaki On Piano
An Entrancing Performance
by Madeline Croy
The internationally celebrated
Etsko Tazaki enthralled the Oak
Room last Thursday evening. She
opened the program with four
diverse and delightful Schubert
impromptu's, then continued with
Stravinsky's terrifically demanding "Petrouchka" (suite) and
closed with List's singlemovement Sonata in B minor. For
an encore, Tazaki played
Paderewski's Minuet L'Antigue.
The tremendous strength and
concentatlon of this petite
Japanese woman was an unforgettable experience — a rare experience that you should never
have missed. Her technique was
strong and demonstrated the excellent training she acquired at
Japan's Toho School and later
developed at Juilliard (where she
studied
on
a
Fulbright
Fellowship).
Her brilliant interpretation
transformed a piece as potentially
deadly to an artist as the
"Petrouschka" into an exciting
drama. According to Tazaki, this
piece posed the most difficulty
because she had to bring out the
individual voices intended for the
different instruments of full or-

chestra. From the contagiously
rhythmic "danse russe" to the strident "La semaine grasse" Tazaki
performed ballet on the keys.
In describing the new grand
piano she responded, "A piano is
just like a person. This one is just
a baby, and it still cries."
Since she started playing the
piano at six years of age, Miss
Tazaki has strived for concentration to bring dimension to music,
to make each note true and convincing, to express herself and
communicate to her audience.
She does not, however, try to be
an artist... "I (simply) try to live."
Planning to leave the United
States, Tazaki will soon return to
Tokyo after ten years abroad to
tour Japan for a month.
Fairfield was truly visited by an
angel last Thursday night. For one
dollar you were offered the opportunity to hear a brilliant, gifted
musician who has performed in St.
Louis, Toronto, and Budapest.
Barely a handful of students showed up and ventured to return the
$1.00 investment. It is unfortunate
that more students did not take
advantage of the gift of her artistry.

WESTPORT — COS COB
833 POST RD. EAST — WESTPORT, CONN.
227-9508
— SERVING GREAT SEAFOOD SINCE 1939 —
Etsko Tazaki: "A Piano Is But a Baby'
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Under The
Stagelights
"Laughing at Adolescence JJ
by Mary Anne Blaszczak
The big apple! — So close,
waiting to be tasted, and eager to
bustle you right along offering life
in every form. One small but gratifying example is the off Broadway
theatre section of Greenwich Village. Quaint theatres peak out
under their canopies enticing you
to a world of realistic/surrealistic
fantasy. Step inside and immediately you are transported into a
world parallel to our own yet made
of pure, wonderful imagination.
Such is the fare offered at the
Cherry Lane theatre on Commerce
Street.
"Album," a new comedy by
David Rimmer currently at Cherry
Lane, is a hilarious exploration into the maturation of four adolescents as they suffer through
the mad-cap and questionable
ages between 14 and 18. Every, or
almost every topic that you wish
you knew about is dealt with, and
Kevin Bacon and Keith Gordon In "Album" [Photo credit: Chip Goebert for Jeffrey Richards Associates]
dealt with humor. You find
yourself laughing both at what
goes on the stage in front of you
as well as the reruns that play in
the mind. Only what may have
softball throw and obstacle been too close to you the first
value donated to the cause, comby Michael Delia Fave
course matches. The evening was time is rendered comic by the unpliments of the soccer team. A
For the past few weeks, Jerry
topped off with a less than filled mistakable talent of the four
Sports Day was also held on SaturLewis has been a familiar face on
Oak Room featuring the "Tight young actors and actresses who
day, Oct. 4 as a fund raiser. The
campus, Fairfield University's
Fit" band. Saturday's activities take us back through the time
team of Steve Malinconico, Pete
campaign to fight Muscular
were under the able direction of warp to the calm age of the preKinkowiz, Joe Herman, Brenda
Dystrophy netted the cause close
John Sohigan.
Lobell, Liz Pulli and Donna
Vietnam 60's.
to $500 through various activities
A surprising and sizable contriMarglene distinguished themTalking with the director Joan
and competitions.
bution was made by beach resi- Micklin Silver after the perforselves as champions after comOver 3,000 bottles and cans
dents who sponsored a party and mance, the question of casting
peting in volley ball, free-throw,
were collected and the deposit
donated the proceeds from cup was brought up. The four actors —
sales to the Muscular Dystrophy Keith Gordon, Kevin Bacon, Jan
Campaign. Special thanks are ex- Leslie Harding and Jenny Wright,
tended to "the management" — range in age from 18 to 20. It
Biz, Slats and the boys.
(casting) is crucial, says Ms:
Many
people
enjoyed Silver. That the actor's are not yet
themselves while raising needed far removed from adolescence and
funds for a worthy cause. Jerry are able to recall their individual
should be happy.
experiences in the formation of

Muscular Dystrophy Campaign

characters — vulnerable, headstrong, insecure but most importantly, 'alive'. "Album" gives an intimate portrayal of growing up; not
only of life in the early 60's but of
growth at any age at any time.
Ms. Silver, as well as the Cherry
Lane Theatre, have a show to be
extremely proud of. The script is
first rate, and the actors are in
touch with their material and with
the hearts of the audience. They
share among themselves, as well
as with us, the essence of young
adulthood wrapped up in the various disguises of individual detail.
The eight scene play may have
posed problems to set designer
David Potts, but he never let them
show. For the six different locations demanded, his skeleton designs adapted well. From the bedrooms of the pubescent to the
teacher's lounge on the night before graduation, it allowed full mobility and unencumbered visual
range, as well as a sense of confinement. That these teenagers
going through so called "earthshattering" traumas such as
when, where, and from whom the
first kiss would come, they are
still contained in a stable world
protected as it were by/from their
times. Perhaps if written for a teen
of the 80's the skeletal support
would have to be removed.
So, if you are finally tired of an
evening's entertainment at the
Nautilus, and the enticing lights of
New York have hit home at last,
then board that train or drive that
car and head to the Village for a
nostalgic look at those years we
have so recently left behind.
For ticket information, especially concerning group rates, contact
the Box Office at (212) 398-8383.

"BEFORE YOU BUY ANY $529
STEREO MUSIC SYSTEM,
HEAR OURS! Graduate to the
Better Sound of SONY!"

<%g*£ ®3§r

SONY

$529

HOME
STEREO

Volleying for Charity

[Photo by John Daubert]

"The object here is to provide good,
varied cuisine for the interested and
appreciative palate, and, at this The Ferns
succeeds exceptionally well... service is
chipper and cheerful."
LOU GERBER, "FAIRPRESS"
MARCH 5, 1980

III!

Audio
IN Mobile
Let Westchester Stereo

Custom installations old and new cars.
Both foreign and domestic. To your satisfaction.

\Fut You in the Listeners Seat
•Hlmi|>iinkt ( \-2(MM)l> AM/KM
Sirrco ('.HKMrtte I'lnwr «/I)I>I1I.
•Itoild Sound* IYiiixinl Speaker*

JENSEN

ferns

CR-2000D AM/FM STEREO
Cassette Player w/auto reverse
ASU and DOLBY
•Jensen Coaxial Stereo Speakers

$349 INSTALLED

We carry all the major manufacturers in CAR STEREO. In the last
15 years we have installed over 100,000 units in cars.

52 Sanford St.
Fairfield, CT
259-3304
near R.R. Station
Fri. & Sat. 5 10

mBLAUPUNKTi

It Only Makes Sense

fine international cuisine

Sunday 5-9

Don 7 trust
yonr cor lo
on omntenr

$299.99
INSTALLED

THE

r•PJ

•SONY STR-V25 AM/FM new Stereo Receiver 28 watts, RMS/ch. less that 0.4 THD
Acute servo lock tuner
• BIC 20-Z Changer Turntable
• ADC magnetic cartridge
•BOZAK LS-2QOA from the Audio Hall of Fame manufacturer R.T. BOZAK

•R402 AM/FM
STEREO CASSETTE
•Jensen Coaxial
stereo speakers

DINNER: Tues. -Thurs. 5-9:30

SYSTEM COMPLETE

LUNCH: Tues.-Fri.
11:30-2:30

ii yestchester
WSterco
where sound is an art——
WHITE PLAINS

MT. KISC0

STAMFORD

WESTPORT

STRATFORD

1 E POST ROAD
(914)761-7569

17 MAIN ST.
(914)666-6768

49 HIGH RIDGE RD.
(203)325-1238

1870 E. STATE ST.
(203)255-0726

955 FERRY BLVD.
(203)377-5252
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Classified
THE MIRROR WILL NOT ACCEPT ANY
CLASSIFIED AD WITHOUT PRE-PAYMENT.
IF YOU WISH TO PLACE YOUR AD IN THE
COUNSELING CENTER FILE AS WELL AS
IN THE MIRROR FOR A $3 FEE, PLEASE
CONTACT THE COUNSELING CENTER Or
CALL THE MIRROR AT 255-5411, EXT. 2533.
HELP WANTED
LIVE IN COMPANION for 15 yr. old
while parent is in hospital 2 wks in
Nov. Car nee. Female. Card 147.

ROOM AND KITCHEN PRIVILEGES
and small stipend in return for services for elderly couple in evening.
Card 129.

DATA ENTRY CLERK lite type and
computer course helpfl. Willis
Distributors, Bpt. Card 145.
JR. OR SR. w/some computer experience wanted to run programs,
print reports 3-4 hrs/night. Card
144.

$^|
O

for 15 words
or less

%%

each additional
10 words.

AL'S
PLACE

(Corner Mill Plain Rd.
& Post Rd.)

«<*«. A£* PLACE

PLACE

NITELY SPECIALS

SWAP

MOTHERS HELPER Sats and some
wkdays. Also lite housekeeping.
Trans, can be provided. Card 146.

CLASSIFIED
AD RATES

ROOM AND BOARD in exchange
for lite housekeeping services.
Older sr. or grad. pref. Large home,
professional couple. Card 137.
SERVICES OFFERED
IDEAL FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS
Custom calligraphy. Prices
negotiable. Contact Eileen Box
1311.

EARN $$ AND FREE TRIP
Need campus representatives to
promote our student travel
programs. Contact:

THE AMERICAN STUDENT
TRAVEL CENTER
151 MAIN STREET
WINSTED, CT 06098
(203) 379-7508
(800) 243-2848 Toll Free

JX1"
Now open Sunday nights 'till 1:00 A.M.!
NEW! Sun. Night Special 10 P.M.-12 A.M.
ALL DRINKS REDUCED! (e.g., 7&7-75')
LUNCH SERVED DAILY
SPECIAL FOR F.V. STUDENTS (I.D. Req.)
START YOUR WEEKEND AT AL'S

Fri. Aft. 2-6 P.M.—25* off any bottle of beer,
domestic or imported, (e.g. Bottle Bud 75*)
Three Happy Hours Daily (Week Days) 9-11 am, 4:30-5:30 PM
& 7:30-8:30 PM-AII prices reduced.

PLAY POOL, PINBALL Oft ASTEROIDS

GAS STATION ATTENDANT Getty,
FfId. Card 143.
LITE HOUSEKEEPING within walking distance of school. 3-4 hrs/wkly, work around your schedule.
Card 141.
MOTHERS HELPER-lite duties T-F,
36:15. 3 kids aged 11, 8, 6. Card
140.
JR/SR/ BUS/ MAJOR-p/t job opening, max. 20 hrs/wkiy. Research into companies. Sal. neg. Innotech,
Trmbl. Card 139.

IBSST

GAS STATION ATTENDANT-a.m.
hrs. Pay neg. Ff Id. Woods Gas Station, Blck. Rock. Card 138.
DRIVER needed to work Fri
3:30-5:30. Car needed to take girl
to ice-skating. Pay/mile. Sal. neg.
Card 136.
DOORMEN, HOSTESS positions
avail at Holiday Inn, Bpt. week
nites. Card 135.
P/T SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR
needed for answering service. Fix.
hrs. Card 133.
HOSPITAL POSITIONS avail, typing, bookkeeping, figure aptitude
preferred; plusses in switchboard.
Hal Brooke Hospital. Card 130.
P/T CLERKS needed at Village
Pharmacy, Wilton. Card 128.
CLERK needed at Greens Farms
Spirit Shop, Wspt. 15-20 hrs./wk.
Sal, neg. Card 127.
P/T PRODUCTION of name plates
car nee. Detail work. Pref. Soph,
Jr. Sr. 4 hrs/day-pick your own hrs.
$4/hr. HFM Assoc., Bpt. Card 125.
SITTER needed for retarded 22
year old-6 ft. Needs an authorltative figure. Card 123.
WAITRESSES/BARTENDERS-some
exp. helpful, willing to train.
Splaver Catering. Card 122.

Monday, October 13th
12 noon to 9 p.m.

P/T OR F/T-excellent typing. Sal.
Fix. Research Consultants, Wspt.
Card 120.
DISHWASHER-10am-2pm. Also
waiters and waitresses-hrs. fix.
The Elm House, Wstpt. Card 114.
WATER SAFETY INSTRUCTORCurrent, teach swimming. Sat
9-12. $8. Weston. Card 113.
SALES HELP-earn commission.
M,W,F,T,TH,SAT. 9:30-5:30. Hrs.
Fix. Empire Sportswear. Card 112.
HOUSE CLEANING-highest wages
8-10 hrs./wk. Must have own
transportation. 5 min. drive. Card
111..
LITE HOUSEKEEPING 3-4 hrs. Pay
neg. Near the Merritt. Card 110.

SYSTEMS
Technics SA-80 15 watt/channel receiver
BSR 250 multiplay turntable
Kenwood LS-200 8-inch, 2-way speakers...$249
Nikko 519 20 watt/channel receiver
with T-Lock tuning
Philips 2930 8-inch, 2-way speakers
BSR Q400 belt-drive, semi-auto turntable
ADC cartridge
$349
Kenwood 710 28 watt/channel
Hi-Speed receiver
EP1110C deluxe version, top-rated speaker
JVC LA-11 top-rated belt-drive,
auto shutoff turntable
ADC 95QE cartridge
$449

CASSETTE DECKS
Teac 510 top-of-the-line, ferrite head,
bar meters, logic control
$279
JVC metal-capable Dolby* cass. deck ... $129
Hitachi D33 deluxe slimline Dolby*
cassette deck
$199
Technics RSM-14 metal-capable
cassette deck
$169
Every cassette deck in stock on sale at
Columbus Day Sale Prices!

LOUDSPEAKERS
Advent 4 8-inch, 2-way (ea)
$49
EPI 100V top-rated, 2-way (ea)
$69
Marantz 10 Mk.lll 10-inch, 3-way'(ea)
$59
Ohm E 2-way bookshelf, walnut cab. (ea)... .$119
Every loudspeaker in stock on sale at Columbus
Day Sale Prices!

RECEIVERS
Kenwood 4000 14 watt/channel
$99
Sound Tech 15 watt/channel
$79
Marantz 20 watt/channel, new m<x H
$159
Nikko 719 35 watt/channel, T-Lock! ning..$189
Every amplifier, preamplifier, tuner, and receiver
in stock on sale at Columbus Day Sale Prices!
TURNTABLES
B*I*C 40Z belt-drive, multiplay
$69
Hitachi HT-324 belt-drive, auto-shutoff .... $99
Dual 1257 belt-drive, multiplay
$119
Every turntable in stock on sale at Columbus Day
Sale Prices!
All tape, record care, tape care, and other
accessories on sale at Columbus Day Sale Prices!
Some quantities are limited. Not responsible tor
typographical errors. No dealers, please.

tech hifi
Quality components at the right price.

CONTACT LENS WEARERS
Save money on your brand name
hard and soft lens supplies. Send
for free illustrated catalog.
CONTACT LENS SUPPLY CENTER
Box 7453
Phoenix, Arizona 85011

Compo Shopping Center, 409 Post Rd., East, Westport 227-HIFI
39 Atlantic Street, Stamford 323-6200
In Connecticut: New Haven, Groton.and West Hartford. Stores also in New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts,
Vermont, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Michigan and Ohio.
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Stag Booters Gain First Victory

by Michael Dunn
The Fairfield soccer team earned their first win of the season at
the expense of a lowly Pace College team. The Stags, led by Mark
Longwell's four goals and Al Zappalas three-, easily defeated their
opponents from New York 8-2. The
week, however, wasn't without its
disappointments, as the Stags
dropped contests to St. John 7-0
and Rhode Island 5-0, to lower
their record to 1-6.
The St. John's game was disaster from the outset, as the Redmen went on to post a 7-0 victory.
The Stags had a few scoring opportunities in the first ten minutes
but were unable to convert. From
that point on, all the opportunities
belonged to the Redmen.
Fred" Bischoff got St. Johns off
to a good start with his first of five
goals. Junior co-captain Kevin
O'Connell commented "It was just
one of those days when nothing
seemed to go our way."
On Wednesday the Stags traveled to Pleasantville, New York to
take on Pace. Fairfield put on an
aerial display as they fired 46
shots at the Pace goalkeeper. Al
Zappala got Fairfield off to a flying
start with a goal within the first
minute of play. Mark Longwell
quickly followed with two of his
four goals, the second coming on
a penalty kick. Pace then gave the
Stags their only scare of the afternoon with two goals to close out
the first half trailing only 3-2.
The second half, however, was
Fairfield's. They continued their
onslaught on the Pace defense,
scoring five goals. Longwell and
Zappala weren't the only ones who
provided the Stags with scoring
punch. Carlos Cardoso was able to
beat his man and blast an un-

Take A Study Break

contested shot past the Pace
keeper.
Last Saturday the Stags took to
the road again as they traveled to
Kingston to take on the nationally
ranked Rams of Rhode Island. The
Stags played a very defensiveminded game, as they wanted to
control the high scoring punch of
Rui Caetano and Len Mercuric
The game remained scoreless until there were only 12 seconds in
the first half when Barry Ralston
of Rhode Island blasted a rebound
past keeper Brian Jozwiak.
The second half the Rams
controlled the ball in Stags territory for most of the time. It was
obvious that Fairfields lack of
bench strength hurt them as the
Stags quickly tired. Although gallant efforts were turned in by Paul
O'Leary, Bill Lee, Ray Javorski,
and Mark Longwell the Stags
could not keep up with the always
fresh U.R.I, team. The Rams came
up with four goals in the second
half to make the final 5-0.
In previous contests this year,
Fairfield dropped close games to
Junior Linda Tricomi enroute to victory last week
Connecticut College, and Sacred
Heart and Marist College by
Friday night with Southside
Special Note of
scores of 2-1, 1-0, and 2-1 respecJohnny. The success of the contively. They also were shut out by
Thanks
cert rests heavily on the crews
St. Peters of New Jersey 4-0.
who assist their band, voluntary
From Michael Delia Fave
Fairfield will take on Central
Very few people are aware of the crews who work their a- off for the
Connecticut in an away contest
Saturday at 11:00 a.m. Their next tedious preparation and manual mere price of a ticket and the sathome contest will be Monday drudgery behind a concert such as isfaction of knowing they were a
part of the show.
against the University of
Fairfield's crews for Friday
Bridgeport at 1:00 p.m.
night, both stage and security, received the highest compliments
attainable: words of praise from
MIRO FARMS
the Fire Marshalls and the tour
Fresh Fruits &
manager. It is usually near imposVegetables
WINE & BEER SERVICE sible to please either one, much
Fresh Made Apple Cider
less both. The stage crew also
DELIVERY AFTER CLOSING holds the record for the quickest
1900 Black Rock Turnpike
^airfield
breakdown in the history of
(15.00 Minimum)
Southside Johnny.
To the unknown men of the
1560 Post Road
For Lunch
stage, our sincerest thanks —

For Supper

Continuous Dining 11:30 AM - 1 AM
(Fri. & Sat. 'til 2 AM)

2316 Post Road, Fairfield • 255-0026
(Vi mile east of Conn. Tnpk. Exit 19)

FRIDAY
OCTOBER 10
SATURDAY
OCTOBER 11

Mary Crisp Speaks
For John Anderson
continued from pg. 1
in the presidential election, Mrs.
Crisp answered that she believes
strongly that Anderson will win,
but if he does not, she hopes that
the winning party works to reform
the nominating process.
If Anderson loses, will a third
party exist? Crisp herself could
not answer this question. She
believes that a number of people
will not return to the major parties,
but because a third party has not
been formed, the future state of
things cannot be predicted. Mary
Crisp did not know whether she
would return to the Republican
party after the election. When this
question was posed she answered. "I'll cross that bridge when
I come to it."

MIKE'S
PIZZA

For Sunday Brunch

THURSDAY
OCTOBER 9

[Photo by Gregory Rucci]
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252-2292
Fairfield

COLLEGE
NITES
TUES.—Rock & Roll
WEDS.—Golden Oldies
THURS.—■ New Wave Music
1 Super Session Each Night

8 to 10:30

c*^*

Ad & College LD.
$1.00 Off Admission

,Sunday 3-7
50* VODKA DRINKS
Monday and Tuesday Nites
Ail Night 25* Drafts
Wednesday is Ladies' Night
50* VODKA JUICE DRINKS
Thursday Nite
FREE BAR DRINK
With Admission from 8-9

366-2219
3445 Fairfield Ave. Ffld/Bpt town line

Half Fast Productions
and SEC

2 StrcitFord
I "'roller
\
park,
526 Benton St.
Stratford, CT
377-7177

Fairfield County's
Exciting New
Roller Skating Rink

DIRECTIONS TO RINK
Conn. Tpke. to Exit #30. Past Valle's towards Airport. Left on Wooden Road (1st left after Duchess
Restaurant) Left on Benton St. (2nd left).
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Athletes of
the Week
by Chris Byrd
Casual observers know tennis
as a single game, but tennis in its
purest form, as most play it, is a
double game. Fairfield's Women's
tennis team possesses athletes,
who from the start of the season
have played outstanding doubles.
They are Junior Linda Tricomi and
Sophomore Anita Hoffner. A newly formed team (this is their first
year playing together), they are undefeated in their four matches this
year. During the past week, they
pulled out a tight win over a team
from Holy Cross 6-4, 4-6, 7-6 and
eased their way to a 6-1,6-0 victory
over Alberta Magnus. For these
outstanding performances, the
team has been chosen Athletes of
the Week.
Tricomi said of the honor, "I'm
very surprised. It is very unexpected. I didn't think I would get it
being a member of a doubles
team." Hoffner had this reaction
to the plaudit, "I'm extremely
grateful and surprised." She continued, "I didn't think a member of

the tennis team would get it."
The girls were asked why their
pairing had, of late, been so successful. The junior replied, "We
are both strong hitters, who put a
lot of pace on the ball. We are also
consistent." But, she continued,
"It's much more mental than
physical." The sophomore explained, ".It's probably because we
are a new team and we are trying
to prove ourselves. We are learning to rely on our partner more
than ourself and are getting used
to the rhythm of each other's
games."
The duo was asked what to
them is the key of playing good
doubles. Tricomi answered, "Constant communication. You have to
sense where your partner is. Also,
you have to calm each other
down." Hoffner replied, "Confidence in yourself and in your
partner. You can't win without
either of the two."
Whatever it takes, Tricomi and
Hoffner have it. They are a formidable double team.

The style of Linda Tricomi, above, and partner Anita Hoffner earned them Athletes of the Week.
[Photo by Gregory Rucci]

Women's Tennis Unbeaten

by C. Eichhorn
The women's tennis team kept
rolling last week with two more
victories. Coach Tamma O'Mara's
confidence in this team has been
right on target. Commenting before the season O'Mara stated,
"Holy Cross College will be one of
our toughest matches." This prediction came true as the Stags
outplayed Holy Cross by one
match.
Single's players Liz Seebode
and Diane Sullivan won their matches, both going the distance of
three sets. Senior co-captain Liz
Seebode said, "It was a great victory over Holy Cross yesterday."
Liz played 3rd seed singles and
won 6-3, 3-6, 6-2. Freshman Diane
Sullivan has kept up her perfect
record winning 7-5, 2-5, 6-4, as the
2nd seed player.
Other winners were the first
doubles team of sophomore Cindy

Fischer and senior co-captain
Maryann Hansen. They came back
to win 5-7, 6-3, 6-4. Cindy commented, "This year our team has
depth; it's strong all the way
down."
Second seed doubles team Linda Tricomi and Anita Hoffner continued their winning streak by taking the match 6-4, 4-6, 7-6. They
won the third set in a tie-breaker
by one point. This was an upset for
Holy Cross because last year they
beat Fairfield 6-1.
Strong baseline shots and quick
volleys sparked the Stags to shutout Albertus Magnus on October
1. Penny Wolfe, Diane Sullivan, Liz
Seebode, Kathryn Cahill, and Betsy Ratto crushed their opponents,
giving up only two games in all.
The first doubles team of Maryann Hansen and Cindy Fischer
had a tough time playing a slowpaced match. They pulled

themselves together and topped
off the shutout, with a net game
and increasing teamwork.
Linda Tricomi and Anita Hoffner
won 6-0, 6-1 by capitalizing on
serve and volley techniques. The
pair is undefeated so far this season and are working well together.
They're a capable team moving
simultaneously up and down the
court on points.
For this match, the roster was
altered as Lissa Tuffin stated,
"This is an easy match (against
Albertus Magnus) so we can afford to change our seedings and
still be victorious." Betsy Ratto
summed up the day's play saying,
"We wiped them off the court."
Two home matches which promise to be exciting are against St.
Johns University Monday, October
13, and University of Bridgeport on
October 24 which will bring a
close to their short Fall season.

Cross Country
Runners Place Eighth
by John Puleo
Turning in their best performance of the year, the Fairfield
harriers ran to an eighth place
finish in the New York Tech Invitational last Saturday. C. W. Post
took the team title in a race that
started nearly one hundred runners.
It was cool and breezy on Long
Island as the Stags prepared to
take on the tough Oyster Bay
course and a twelve team field.
They were led for the second week
in a row by Pat Tobin. He covered
the five mile course in a time of
28:39. Tobin has been the Stag's

most consistent runner all year,
finishing no lower than third in any
of the team's races.
Joe Motherway turned in another solid race, striding in behind
Tobin at 28:59. Kevin O'Keefe and
John Pearson were Fairfield's
third and fourth place finishers,
both coming in under the thirty
minute mark. The two Freshmen
finished in times of 29:09 and
29:51 respectively.
Bill Platt took the Stag's fifth
and final scoring spot. The Senior
came through in a time of 30:43.
Taking Fairfield's final places for
the day were Tom Kirchner (31:37),

Mark LoStocco (33:02), and Leo
Gardner (34:18).
Captain Mark LoStocco was optimistic about the team's performance afterwards. "The guys
ran well" he said. "Everyone's
working hard and starting to feel
confident. We seem to be getting
it together now."
The Stags have next weekend
off before resuming their meet
schedule on October 14, at home
against Sacred Heart. The race will
start on the track at 3:30 in what
will be the Stag's last home meet
of the season.

Inside Intramural Update
by Elizabeth Kenny

Pete Brown pulls Yale rugger violently to the ground In 'B' game
Saturday. The Stags rolled to the fourth straight shutout victory for'
the 'B' team, winning 19-0.
[Photo by Kevin Kumke]

The Fat Ranch made a splash in
inner tube water polo this week.
Led by captain Jim Paulhus and
manager Greg Mathus they are in
first place in the Atlantic division
with a 2-0 record. In the Pacific division there is a three way tie between the Blowfish, In-her-tubes
and the Wet Socks.
Men's football has two clearcut
leaders boasting unbeaten seasons. The Foreplayers from the
beach are leading the American
division with a 3-0 record. The captains are Dennis Haylon and Chris
Moore. They are managed by
Douglas Fauth. Campion II with
captain Mike McGarren and manager Brian Nerreau dominate the
National Division with a 4-0 record.
In women's flag football the
team to watch out for is the Mean
Machine. They are managed by
Mike Kelleher and with captain
Mary Ann Kozak and Quarterback
Joan Sherry they look hard to beat.
Women's games are played every
Tuesday night under the lights in
the field behind Campion. The
men play every Monday and

Wednesday.
Upcoming sports are basketball
and racquetball. Basketball begins
on the 14th and there will be a
mandatory meeting for all team
managers tonight at 8:30 in the
Rec Center office.

Anyone interested in officiating
can apply in the intramural office.
Forms are available for racquetball sign-ups in the Rec Center.
Play begins next week. There will
be singles, doubles and mixed
doubles teams.

Stag Mike Barasch is seen In Saturday's 6-4 rugby win over Yale. The
'C team raised their record to 4-0.
[Photo by Kevin Kumke]
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M.I.T. Bursts Stag Bubble, 17-7
by Patrick Reap
"Well," signed offensive guard
Ted Tyma, "you can't work
miracles every week." That seems
to be the lesson the Stags learned
at M.I.T. Saturday, as they were
upset 17-7, for their first loss of
the season. The Stags also lost
their #1 club football ranking, but
try to rebound Saturday night in a
tough battle here against Stonehill.
The Stags opened up the game
with a very noticeable change in
their offense. For the first time in
senior quarterback Craig Leach's
four year football career here, he
was not the starting quarterback.
Instead, sophomore Danny Almeida directed the offense during
the scoreless first quarter.
Leach simply stated, "It's a
team matter and it was a decision
Mr. Lynch made. I don't know
when the decision was made.
There have been a lot of inaccurate stories as to why I didn't
start" said Leach.
Lynch responsed, "I'd rather
not say", why the switch was
made.
With Almeida in the lineup, the

Stags suffered from the same
problems they did with Leach in
the lineup; they simply could not
sustain their drives inside the
twenty yard line. The two first
quarter drives Almeida directed
could only produce one Ron
Petosa missed field goal.
Leach came on in the second
quarter, and the first drive culminated in a 48 yard touchdown
pass to Mike Donnelly, and Petosa
gave the Stags a 7-0 lead.
"Their guy was playing him pretty close, and I knew Mike had a
couple steps oh him," Leach explained. "Their kid got a finger on
it and Mike juggled the ball on the
way to the end zone."
M.I.T. immediately drove deep
into Stag territory, but their drive
stalled and Willie Schwartz came
on to attempt a field goal. However, two Stags jumped offside,
giving M.I.T. a first down, and they
drove in for a one yard touchdown
run by Fred Allen. Schwartz's kick
tied the game at the half.
The Stags scoreless second
half zeroed in on Fairfield's offensive weaknesses. The situation
was aggravated by halfback Tom

Meyers being out of action for the
entire second half with a swollen
right knee.
Leach commented on the weaknesses, "We moved the ball well,
but when it came time to put it
across the goal.line, we'd make
mistakes."
"We missed Tom (Meyers) but
Larry LeBlanc did a helluva job."
M.I.T. put the game away with a
26 yard field goal by Schwartz and
a one yard score by Roger Sacilotto in the final quarter. M.l.T.'s entire offense was their running
game, as they rolled up 167 yards
on 53 carriers. Only one pass was
completed against the solid Stag
secondary, anchored by Rick
Cantele, who had 16 tackles, intercepted a pass and recovered a
fumble.
Why did Fairfield lose to M.I.T.,
a team that almost everyone seemed to agree did not have as much
talent as the Stags? Ted Tyma
seemed to hit on the key when he
said, "It was the combined flatness of the team and inability of
the offense to come up with the
big play."
Lynch simply said, "They beat
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SPORTS
Stag first baseman receives toss from shortstop Joe DeVellis to retire New Haven runner. Stags lost 4-1.
[Photo by Maryanne Blaszcak]

Baseball Squad Drops Three
by Chris Byrd
The Stag nine began the week
triumphantly but ended it dejectedly. They handed powerful St.
John's their third loss in 26 games
Monday 5-1, but they lost their
next three games. New Haven beat
them 4-1 Thursday, and Eastern
Connecticut swept them Sunday
5-3, 11-8. the diamondmen's
record now stands at 11-10.
Monday, against last year's
Northeastern representative to the
N.C.A.A. Playoffs, St. John's, the
Stags got 5-hit pitching from
freshman hurler Dave Moore, who
bested the same St. John's that
beat Arizona in the NCAA's, and 3
RBI's from Fred Dana to down the
talented Redmen 5-1. Commenting
on the victory, Coach Cook stated,
"A game like that is indicative of
how well we can play. We got good
pitching and clutch hitting. It tells
us that we have the capability of
beating anybody."
The Stags weren't quite so fortunate on Thursday against New
Haven. They downed the Fairfield
nine 4-1.
Stag starter Freshman Dave
Caseria got into early trouble as
New Haven got on the board in the
top of the first. The leadoff hitter
reached on an infield single and
moved to third on a passed ball by
freshman catcher Mike Dellavechia. He scored their first run as
the next batter singled to left. A
single to right had runners on the

corners. Another single to right
scored the second run. The next
New Haven batsman was safe on a
force allowing the third run to
score. The inning ended with the
Stags down 3-9 as Dellavechia
threw out a runner trying to steal
second.
New Haven added another run
in the top of the fourth, and until
the bottom of the eighth, the
Stags were limited to three hits
and no runs. They got their only
run in that frame. Joe DeVellis led
off with a single off the pitcher's
leg. Three consecutive walks
scored DeVellis. With only one out
and the bases loaded, it appeared
the Stags might rally. But, Sean
Brophy struck out and Rosenfeld
flew out to dash their hopes. The
Stags couldn't produce anything
in the ninth and dropped the decision 4-1.
The diamondmen didn't fare any
better Sunday against Eastern
Connecticut. They dropped both
games of a twin bill 5-3, 11-8.
In the first game, Eastern Conn,
jumped on Ron Throupe for 5 runs
and held off a last minute Stag rally to win 5-3.
They collected 3 runs in the top
of the third. With one out, Throupe
walked a man and he stole second.
The next man walked. An error by
second baseman Rich Roche
allowed the first run to score. A
sacrifice fly to center made it 2-9.
A double in the gap in right center

made it 3-0. Throupe got the next
man to ground out to end the inning.
Eastern added two runs in the
top of the sixth with a home run
over the right field fence, and the
game appeared lost for the Stags.
They mounted a rally in the bottom of the seventh however.
Singles by DeVellis and Roche had
runners on first and second. Joe
DeVellis pop fly dropped and rolled under the fence for a ground
rule double scoring the first run.
Mark Watson and pinch-hitting
Carmine Farese walked to push
across the next run. Bill Albino
then drilled a ball, that backed the
centerfielder to the fence scoring
the third run. Sean Brophy reached on an infield single loading the
bases, but Dave Rosenfeld
grounded into a double play to end
the game.
In the second game, Dave
Moore was shelled for nine runs
early and not even a five-run ninth,
highlighted by home runs by Mike
Butcaris and Chris Tiso could
overtake Eastern as they won 11-8.
Commenting on the team's play
so far, Cook said, "I don't think the
team has met a good stride yet.
We haven't settled into a patterned day-to-day consistency." He
continued, "I do have good feelings about the team, but it is hard
to get a good reading in the fall. I
am a little disappointed with our
pitching."

us. We weren't ready to play the
ballgame. We made more mistakes than they did."
Who is making those costly mistakes on offense?
"Eleven people are," Lynch answered.
Tight end Jim Anino looked at
the potential positive side of the
disappointing loss.
"It might make us realize we're
not God. It brought us down to
earth a little bit. We were kind of in
a fantasy world; now we realize
we're beatable."
Anino also explained, "The last
couple weeks we got breaks and
capitalized on them. This week we
didn't."
Leach also was optimistic, saying, "The loss could be the best
thing that happened to us."

That remains to be seen. However, if the Stags come out flat
Saturday night against a powerful
Stonehill squad, Fairfield's playoff
hopes could rapidly disappear.
CLUB NOTES — Along with Tom
Meyers, the club's walking wounded include defensive tackle Pat
Elwood (broken finger), linebacker
Bob Algiers (torn shoulder ligaments) and Jim Anino (bruised elbow) ... Almeida's stats for his
quarter of action are: 4 for 7 for 43
yards ... Leach's numbers are terrible: 8 for 22, 115 yards and 3 interceptions ... Mike Donnelly was
the top receiver with five grabs for
77 yards .. .Larry LeBlanc led a
subpar running game with 49
yards on 15 carries . . . Joe
Whitlark tied Cantele for the lead
in tackles with sixteen.

Pigskin Picks
by Brad Melius
Overall Record 9-12, .429
Last Week 2-5
Comment: What can I say about
my record except "Wait till this
week."
Buffalo 24, Baltimore 19 — Bills
are still undefeated and shouldn't
stop in Baltimore, although Jones
and the Colts will hang tough.
Both teams are much improved
and it should be exciting.
Pittsbugh 28, Cincinnati 17 —
Steelers lost the last one to the
Bengals but should find victory on
their home turf. But, I've been
wrong before, so don't bet the
ranch on it.
Seattle 28, Cleveland 17 —
Seahawks will be flying high after
clipping Houston's wings last
week. Look for more of the same
as they entertain their home fans
with some incredible flea-flickers
and other assorted weird plays.
Houston 21, Kansas City 17 —
The Oilers are still good enough to
beat K.C., even though the Chiefs
embarrassed me and the Raiders
last week.
New England 21, Miami 10 —
Although it breaks my heart, I have
to go against the Dolphins. If they
can't beat Baltimore at home, they
can't beat the Patriots at Foxboro.
Atlanta 14, Jets 10 — The New
York Jets are a predictors dream.
They can't win and I can't lose, at
least not against the Falcons.
San Diego 28, Oakland 7 —
Without Pastorini, the Raiders go
from mediocre to pitiful. The point
spread could be even wider if the
Chargers decide to show no mercy.

by Pat O'Keefe
Overall Record 17-3, .850
Last Week 5-1
Comments: Looks like I'm rolling, but this is a tough week. Brad
should probably use the "inimeeni-mini-moe" method for picking these games.
Minnesota 17, Chicago 10 — The
Vikes will be on top of things this
week. The Bears will go away still
hungry for victory.
Dallas 21, San Francisco 10 —
The Cowboys, behind White and
Dorsett, will prove too strong an
adversary for the valiant 49ers.
Detroit 28, New Orleans 7 — The
Lions will maul the forgiving
Saints. Both teams are coming off
losses and are looking for a win.
Tampa Bay 21, Green Bay 10 —
The battle of the Bays may be exciting, but the Bucs should dominate the game.
Denver 21, Washington 10 — The
Redskins are having problems and.
I don't see their luck changing this
week. Oh well, there's always next
year.
Los Angeles 28, St. Louis 24 —
This will be down to the wire. Two
tough teams are on a collison
course in this one. Look for some
big plays to decided it.
Philadelphia 28, Giants 3 — Here
we go again, guys. Hey, Giant'
fans, "Another One Bites The
Dust."
Play of the Week — That
marvelous touchdown pass from
Scott Brunner to John Dutton of
Dallas. Hit him right in the
numbers. Brunner has learned to
be a true Giant already.

Fairfield Rugger nails Yale Bulldog as he tries to pass it in Saturday's
12-6 'A' Rugby win for Yale. The 'A' side is now winless in four trys.
[Photo by Kevin Kumke]

